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Editor’s Introduction

By Friedemann Roy

Is the crisis bottoming out? If we believe in the recent economic data, it appears that we can at least observe a slowing down of the contraction. In the US, lending for housing has increased, although most of it is linked to refinancing existing debt thanks to interest rates of about five percent for 30-year fixed rate mortgages.1

This edition of the HFI looks at various topics. On the one hand, it provides further insight into the reasons for the global financial crisis and on studies concerning the housing finance systems that appear to have performed better during the last 18 months. On the other hand, it analyses the regulatory regimes of 42 nations and evaluates the still untapped potential of housing microfinance in many countries.

Our first article is by William B. Gwinner and Anthony Sanders. In their article, they discuss some of the key characteristics of the US’ subprime mortgage boom and bust, and contrast them with the characteristics of emerging mortgage markets, and make recommendations for emerging market policy makers. The current crisis has raised questions in the minds of many as to the wisdom of extending mortgage lending to low- and moderate-income households. According to the authors, it is important to note that prior to the growth of subprime lending in the 1990s, US mortgage markets already reached low- and moderate-income households without taking large risks or suffering large losses. In contrast, in most emerging markets, mortgage finance is a luxury product, restricted to upper-income households. As policy makers in emerging markets seek to move lenders downmarket, they should adopt policies that include a variety of financing methods and should allow for rental or purchase as a function of the financial capacity of the household. In this context, they believe that securitisation remains a useful tool when developed in the context of well-aligned incentives and oversight. It is possible to extend mortgage lending downmarket without repeating the mistakes of the subprime boom and bust.

The authors of the second article are Wolfgang Amann, Julie Lawson and Alexis Mundt. They analyse the social and economic outcomes of Austria’s long-term commitment to the supply of affordable rental housing. In their view, the Austrian policy differs from many other European countries that have increasingly come to rely on demand assistance and home ownership to address their housing concerns. In their article, they outline the key characteristics of Austria’s housing policy, with its focus on regulated limited profit cost rent housing and its layered financing arrangements. They identify core features of what is often referred to as structured financing in commercial markets and explore the various instruments that are being applied in raising financial sources for social housing construction in Austria. They conclude that the efficiency of social housing finance in Austria may serve as a role model for countries seeking to reform, reinvigorate or establish new social housing systems, such as those in transition with a deficit of affordable rental housing.

Our third article by Stephen Butler, Mariya Kravkova and Mehnaz Safavian benchmarks regulatory efficiency in the registration of a mortgage and title transfer, and in foreclosure in 42 countries. Using a methodology modelled on the World Bank Doing Business indicators that allow for comparisons across countries and over time, the study investigates the time and cost required to comply with regulation. It creates indices of the efficiency of the registration system and the degree to which notaries are involved in the process of registering a mortgage and title transfer. To identify features of registration and foreclosure systems that may foster housing finance, the study links these indicators to the size of mortgage markets. It also documents and analyses recent reforms in order to highlight the benefits of regulatory improvements for developing home ownership.

Brendan Ahern is the author of our fourth article. He assesses the potential of housing microfinance in emerging markets. With nearly a seventh of the world’s population currently living in slum conditions and an even greater number of people unable to afford conventional housing finance, the demand for alternative housing finance is enormous. Housing microfinance represents a market-based solution capable of expanding beyond its current scale. The purpose of Mr. Ahern’s article is therefore to determine which developing countries exhibit both strong demand for housing microfinance and the proper conditions for the expansion of the housing microfinance sector.

Our next article is written by Zaigham Mahmood Rizvi. He evaluates the potential of solar energy to provide low- and middle-income households with electricity, thereby helping to improve their living conditions. High energy prices are often due to a lack of supply from the national grid and/or rising fuel prices (that is of the fuel used to generate electricity in cases where no traditional electricity provider is accessible). In his article, Mr. Rizvi refers to the situation and experiences in Pakistan, even though such scenarios are similar in other developing and under-developed countries.

The author of our last article is Tumellano Sebehela. He analyses the impact of the global financial crisis on the South African housing finance market in view of studies focussing on property price crisis. His review of such literature has a major focus on Asian markets.

As always, I hope that you will enjoy reading these articles. Please do not hesitate to let me have your comments on them or recommendations for future articles - they are more than welcome!

Friedemann Roy

---

The Subprime Crisis: Implications for Emerging Markets

By William B. Gwinner and Anthony Sanders

This paper discusses some of the key characteristics of the US subprime mortgage boom and bust, contrasts them with characteristics of emerging mortgage markets, and makes recommendations for emerging market policy makers. The crisis has raised questions in the minds of many as to the wisdom of extending mortgage lending to low- and moderate-income households. It is important to note, however, that prior to the growth of subprime lending in the 1990s, US mortgage markets already reached low- and moderate-income households without taking large risks or suffering large losses. In contrast, in most emerging markets, mortgage finance is a luxury good, restricted to upper-income households. As policy makers in emerging markets seek to move lenders downmarket, they should adopt policies that include a variety of financing methods and should allow for rental or purchase as a function of the financial capacity of the household. Securitisation remains a useful tool when developed in the context of well-aligned incentives and oversight. It is possible to extend mortgage lending downmarket without repeating the mistakes of the subprime boom and bust.

1. Weakened Lending Practices – Betting on the Collateral Rather than the Borrower

Ten years of ballooning property prices led to excessive optimism by investors and lenders. In the US, depending on the index employed, national average house prices rose between 53% and 86% between the mid-1990s and 2006. At the same time, mortgage originations rose by five times, peaking at $3.9 trillion in 2003 (Chart 1). Markets such as those of Los Angeles and New York have strongly outperformed the national average and many other cities. National indexes for real rents and house prices largely moved together until 2000, when they diverged, and real house prices moved to a level 70% higher than that of real rents. Later, as the property balloon deflated in 2006 and 2007, rising subprime defaults spurred a re-evaluation of credit spreads and credit market conditions that reflected broader and more fundamental issues. Apparently, individuals viewed real estate as a foolproof investment opportunity until they decided that it was not, at which point prices began to decline (André, et al., 2006, Shiller, 2007).

Subprime lending drove house price increases in some areas. Banks and investors act procyclically, extending credit more aggressively and competing for market share as collateral prices rise, when lending decisions seem less risky. Real estate cycles are lengthened by investor optimism during a boom and pessimism following its exhaustion. The current credit crunch is emblematic, with liquidity drying up and spreads widening dramatically on high quality prime mortgage-backed paper even though it continues to perform well. Booming real estate lending carries accelerator effects and its cessation in a bust contributes to a more rapid slowdown. Mian and Sufi (2008) show that mortgage credit un-
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1 This paper benefitted from comments by Roberto Rocha, Bertrand Renaud, Michael Lea, Simon Walley, Roger Blood and Loïc Chiquier, for which the authors are grateful. All errors remain the responsibility of the authors.

2 Mr. Gwinner works at the IFC as Principal Housing Finance Specialist and is based in Lima (Peru). Mr. Anthony Saunders is Professor of Finance and Real Estate at the W.P. Carey College of Business of Arizona State University in the United States.

3 The Findings, interpretations, statements and conclusions expressed herein are those of the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect the views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank and its affiliated organizations, or those of the Executive Directors of The World Bank or the Arizona State University.

4 Shiller uses the Case-Shiller house price index, a repeat-sales index that samples properties from twenty metropolitan areas in the country, excluding several states. André, et al. use the OFHEO house price index, which excludes higher priced properties, and samples from a much larger number of metropolitan areas. (Leventis, 2007).

5 The economic stability in Europe and the US since the mid-1980s (falling GDP volatility, low inflation) has been termed the “great moderation.” It has been blamed in part for lowered credit risk spreads and persistent search for yield on the part of investors. (Bernanke 2004, Stock and Watson 2003).
derwriting standards were relaxed from 2001 to 2005 in neighbourhoods or zip/post codes with large numbers of high-risk borrowers and negative relative income and employment growth. Relaxed standards were associated with increased mortgage lending, rising house prices and a subsequent increase in defaults.

The primary cause of subprime ARM defaults has been weak underwriting in large part by non-bank lenders. Between 40% and 50% of subprime loans were made by independent non-bank lenders between 2004 and 2006 (Avery, et al 2007). Non-bank lenders such as New Century Financial aggressively pursued the “originate to distribute business model”, where it originated loans for sale to the capital markets. Founded in 1995, by the end of 2006 New Century was the third largest subprime lender in the country, with loan production that year of $51.6 billion. New Century filed for bankruptcy protection in April 2007, primarily as a result of insufficient capital to satisfy demands from investors to repurchase defaulted and deficient mortgages. According to the bankruptcy court examiner, New Century had a “brazen obsession with increasing loan originations without due regard to the risks associated with that business strategy.” The primary consideration for loan quality was the ability to sell in the secondary market. More than 70% of loans originated by the company had low initial teaser rates and 40% were underwritten on a stated income basis. New Century made frequent exceptions to its underwriting guidelines for borrowers who might not otherwise qualify for a loan. Early payment defaults, a sure sign of weak underwriting, rose from 4.38% of loans made in 2003 to 13.1% of loans in early 2007 (Missal, 2008).

Alternative mortgage designs can be dangerous to the financial system. Subprime borrowers - those with poor credit records, a history of bankruptcy, or who are over-extended on their credit - often selected mortgage products that are not typical of prime borrowers who have stronger credit records. Prime borrowers typically choose standard, long-term, fixed-rate mortgages and make a down payment of 20% or more. Historically, roughly 80% of prime originations have been fixed-rate in any given year and about 20% have been ARMs. Subprime borrowers often made low down payments (between zero and 10%) and chose riskier loan products, including:

- “option” mortgages, which allow borrowers to defer some of their payments but which also result in increasing loan balances, also known as negative amortization mortgages;
- “convertible” mortgages, which start with fixed rates, then convert to adjustable rates at a pre-specified reset date; and
- “low or no documentation” mortgages, where the borrower provides no or minimal documentation on employment, income, etc.

Given the recent failure of IndyMac, an Alt-A lender in Southern California, increased attention is likely to be given to Alt-A, low or no documentation lending since these are inherently risky and susceptible to downturns in national and local housing markets.7

Geographic concentration of subprime lending has increased loss severity. Agarwal, et al (2008) find that subprime loans tend to be concentrated geographically. In their study of the Phoenix, Arizona area, they find that subprime loans are found in primarily older neighbourhoods in the inner city. As foreclosures surge in these older neighbourhoods, they find that house prices decline more than in neighbourhoods (or zip/post codes) with higher concentrations of prime loans. Thus, it is important to understand that high-risk lending in geographically concentrated areas can result in “default cascades” where the decline in property value can contribute to the decline in neighbouring property values and increasing loss severities in these neighbourhoods.

Higher LTV and debt-to-income (DTI) ratios were accepted for both prime and subprime loans. LTVs rose in two respects: 1) higher LTVs accepted at purchase, and 2) equity extended by refinancing an appreciated house. Mian and Sufi (2008) found that LTVs and DTI ratios rose substantially in the early 2000s. Foote, et al (2008) found that in New England, for borrowers with FICO scores less than 620, LTV ratios on purchase and refinance loans rose from 82% in 1999 and 2000 to 92% in 2005 and 2006. DTIs for similar borrowers rose from 38% in 1999-2000 to 43% in 2005-2006. For high FICO scores, average LTVs rose to almost 95% and DTIs rose from 36% to 42%.

Many foreclosed borrowers put little money down and had lived for a short time in their homes. Foote, et al (2008) report that in New England in 2007, 40% of foreclosures were of mortgages with zero down payments and that 40% had owned their homes for less than three years. Since in Massachusetts, foreclosures usually takes six months or more, most recent foreclosed borrowers spent little time in their homes before financial problems occurred. In the current downturn in New England, house prices have fallen 12% between the first quarter of 2006 and the first quarter of 2008. During this period, unemployment has fallen 0.4%, so financial pressure on owners remains muted.

The extension of subprime lending was supported in part by the increased use of credit scores without adjusting models and assumptions to reflect changing market conditions. Econometric models permit lenders to adjust the price of loans to reflect the expected and unexpected risk of making loans to lower and moderate income borrowers. Improved risk-based pricing has been a boon to the financial industry overall and reflects industry best practice for financial risk management. However, in the case of subprime lending, default models have not kept up with the evolving market and so subprime default rates have surprised investors and lenders. The models particularly seemed to have missed the growing likelihood of default that resulted from the rise in interest rates that began in 2005, the slowdown in house price appreciation that started in some markets in 2005 and gained momentum in 2006 and 2007, and loosened underwriting standards (Jaffee 2008, President’s Working Group 2008).

2. The Subprime Boom and Access to Finance

US Housing Finance Priorities

Before subprime lending grew, US mortgage lenders reached the majority of households and the overall housing system delivered high quality shelter to 98% of households. Economic growth, a relatively elastic supply of land and the public and private financial institutions created during the 1930s laid the foundation for a market that delivers high quality shelter to more than 98% of households. When the New Deal housing finance institu-
tions were created in the 1930s, much of the housing stock was substandard, with one-third of housing units lacking sewage attachments and 20% overcrowded. By 2000, only 1.1% of the US housing stock lacked sewage hookups, even though 9.8% of households lived in poverty (Census, 2006). Access to financial services is widespread: between 85% and 90% of households have bank accounts; the majority of unbanked households are recent immigrants (Barr 2001, Caskey et al. 2006). In recent years, about 40% of conventional mortgages were made to households earning less than the median household income, 64% of FHA or VA-insured loans were made to households earning less than the median, and overall, half of homeowners earn less than the median.12

US housing policy has prioritized access to owner-occupied housing by increasing the supply of finance and by providing tax subsidies. New Deal housing finance institutions such as FHA and Fannie Mae are predominately oriented to increasing and stabilising financing for owner-occupied single-family homes, originally by providing long-term mortgages. Home ownership is further subsidised by tax benefits. These policies, along with the post-World War II economic boom, succeeded in spurring homeownership and housing quality. Garriga et al., (2007) estimate that about half of the increase in home ownership during the 1950s and 1960s can be explained by the introduction of the 30 year fixed-rate mortgage and that the more recent increase can be attributed to the acceptance of smaller down payments. The home ownership rate rose from 43.6% in 1940 to 61.9% in 1960, and peaked at 69.1% in the first quarter of 2005.

U.S. tax subsidies for home ownership are regressive, particularly in comparison to rental subsidies. Given the progressivity of the Federal income tax, mortgage deductions have no value for low-income households and little value to moderate-income owners. In 2005, the total mortgage interest tax deduction claimed amounted to US$340.5 billion (IRS, 2007a). By contrast, the major tax subsidy that supports the creation of new low-cost rental units, the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) cost the government about US$5.1 billion in tax expenditures in 2007 (NLJHC, 2008). While almost 50% of homeowner households earn less than the median income, 80% of renter households earn less than the median (Census, 2006).

The Links Between Subprime Lending and Access to Finance

Subprime lending has provided only limited access to finance. More than half of subprime loans have been for refinancing existing mortgages rather than purchasing a house (Chart 2). In the US, individuals frequently replace existing fixed-rate mortgages with new ones to take advantage of declines in market rates or to extract equity from the house by refinancing at a higher LTV. Many subprime borrowers refinanced to pay off riskier ARM loans before they reached the end of their low teaser interest rate period. As such, refinancing represents no new access to finance.


Between 2001 and 2006, between 60% and 80% of subprime loans were bundled into mortgage-backed securities and sold to investors in capital markets (Inside Mortgage Finance, 2008). Securitisation in the US has clear benefits because it taps the bond market, which is less expensive on a risk-adjusted basis than funding with deposits. Securitisation permits banks more flexibility in managing capital allocation as they are able to monetise long maturity assets and sell credit risk to the capital market.

Increased Moral Hazard Problems

Securitisation comes at a cost, which is that there is a risk of moral hazard. Lenders that originate then sell the loans to another party (investors) have incentives to originate and sell loans that are riskier than they would originate if they had to hold them in their portfolios. For securitisation to work properly there must be a means to control moral hazard. This could be
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through a third party agent, such as a credit rating agency (CRA) or through a contractual arrangement, such as requiring lenders that sell portfolios to retain capital against the performance of the portfolio, or to retain a subordinated portion of the security that is eventually issued. When the moral hazard problem is not controlled and defaults rise above what has been expected, investors are exposed to additional unexpected risks.

The basic structure of the US residential mortgage securitisation market is found in Figure 1. A lender makes the loan to a borrower then sells the loan to a third party (aggregator) that bundles it with other mortgages and issue bonds based on the cash flow of the portfolio. Federal government sponsored enterprises (Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac) buy most conforming loans (loan amount of $350,000 and excellent borrower credit). Investment banks buy loans over the conforming limit (jumbo loans) and they buy credit impaired or subprime mortgages. The jumbo and subprime markets together are termed the “private label” or non-agency market.13 The investment bank bundles the loans into a pool and then underwrites the pool and sells bonds (or tranches) based on the pool to investors. At each point in the process, the investor is relying on the underwriters to have properly underwritten the loans and the pool of loans. Given that the lender has the option to retain loans for the bank’s portfolio, one must consider whether the lender has sold the lower quality loans to investors through the securitisation markets. In other words, did the lender sell its “lemons” to investors?16

Market disclosures and contractual constraints failed to prevent weak practices in subprime underwriting. Contractual representations and warranties in securitisation documents require that the loan originator repurchase or make whole the investor for mortgage loans that were not made according to what was promised by the lender. That is, if investors (or another party) discover that the loans were inappropriate or that underwriting was not sufficient, the investors can require that the lender repurchase the tainted loans. Typically, the offering memorandum for a subprime asset-backed security deal will convey these representations and warranties that supposedly protect investors from poor origination and underwriting by the lender. The mortgage loan purchase agreement (MLPA) details the representations and warranties covering the lender’s origination and underwriting. While this seems sufficient to overcome the potential moral hazard problems associated with the lender, there are two problems associated with relying on representations and warranties to solve the moral hazard problem. First, the lender can challenge the claims in court and such cases may last several years. Second, lenders like New Century Financial did not maintain sufficient capital to cover all claims. Since lenders can file for bankruptcy protection, the lender will in practice tolerate only a certain level of repurchase claims. In practice, many lightly capitalized subprime mortgage lenders were bankrupted in 2006 and 2007 because they lacked the funds to make good on investor claims to repurchase early defaulting loans out of the pool. Thus, the representations and warranties requiring lenders to repurchase tainted loans may not be an effective tool in a default wave such as has been occurring in the US during 2007 and 2008.

Not Fully Understanding the Shortcomings of Credit Rating Agencies

Credit Rating Agency models were misapplied. The credit rating agencies (CRAs) (Moody’s, S&P, Fitch) provide ratings for credit-sensitive products such as subprime Asset-backed Securities (ABS). Investors around the world rely on the ratings agencies’ assessment of risk for the underlying collateral and the structure of the ABS tranches. Unfortunately, the rating agencies had delayed in downgrading the ratings on ABS tranches, waiting until after the problems had already begun.17 A partial explanation for the rating agencies being slow to react to the deteriorating credit conditions in the subprime market is that their risk models are historically based. Subprime defaults during 2004-2006 were low and house prices were increasing (given little incentive for subprime borrowers to default). However, the slowdown and decline of house prices led to a sudden increase in delinquencies and defaults in the subprime sector. Consequently, it is not surprising that historically-based ratings would take a while to adjust to the downturn.

In addition to being slow to downgrade subprime ABS, the rating agencies may also suffer from the incentive structure inherent in their business model. Issuing investment banks pay the rating agencies to analyse and rate the collateral underlying credit sensitive MBS and ABS. Two ratings are typically used. Given that there are more than two rating agencies, a potential problem surfaces when the issuing investment banks pay for the ratings, in that a rating agency could give favourable ratings in return for repeat business. However, the incentive for rating agencies to be overly generous with their ratings must be offset by the reputational effects of being too generous; that is, the rating agencies must maintain credibility to generate repeat business.


16 See Akerlof for a discussion of asymmetric information and markets for lemons.

4. Regulation of Subprime Lending and Securitisation

The Importance of Systemic Effects

Most market observers and participants failed to anticipate the threat to system stability that subprime lending posed. In the words of the IMF (2008), there was a collective failure to appreciate the extent of leverage taken on by a wide range of institutions. Subprime lending has been a relatively small part of overall US mortgage lending, rising to 20% of mortgage lending for its peak years of 2005 and 2006, but averaging 7% between 1994 and 2007, and ending up at about 12% of outstanding mortgages by 2006 (Inside Mortgage Finance, 2008). The subprime mortgages with the highest default rate were predominately made by non-depository lenders and sold to sophisticated institutional investors that were expected to understand and manage risk. Aside from the failure of investors to exercise due diligence, there was only a limited understanding on any observer’s part of the cumulative extent of leverage within financing structures at hedge funds and in offshore investment vehicles created by banks outside the US.

Mortgage Lenders Weakened Their Underwriting Standards

Lightly regulated non-bank financial companies linked weak subprime credit underwriting with international capital markets. The majority of the riskier adjustable-rate subprime loans were originated by non-bank mortgage bankers and brokers that originated the loans for securitisation, frequently referred to as the “originate to distribute” model. Mian and Sufi (2008) show that the growth in supply of mortgages by non-bank lenders under the originate to distribute model was associated with a decline in underwriting standards and an eventual rise in defaults. The resulting securities were sold to institutional investors, primarily private hedge funds and other asset managers for the riskiest structured credit products. Monoline credit insurers provided credit enhancements to subprime securitisation transactions and have suffered significant erosion in capital as defaults rose. Mortgage bankers and brokers are not subject to prudential supervision. As private investment firms, hedge funds have no disclosure requirements and insurers generally face different capital standards than do banks.

Non-bank lenders dependent solely upon securitisation found themselves unable to sell their loans once the crisis hit. The lack of funding diversity is most pressing for non-depository lenders that depend solely on securitisation or portfolio sales. As the subprime crisis grew in 2007, issuance and trading in subprime and prime mortgage-backed securities stopped for months at a time as investors fled the sector in its entirety. Major lenders, such as Northern Rock in Great Britain and Countrywide Financial in the US, suffered serious liquidity shortages even though neither was primarily a subprime lender.18 Although each had thousands of high quality loans in its pipeline ready for sale, they could not find buyers. Eventually, Northern Rock was acquired by the Bank of England. Since Countrywide had as a part of its assets a Federally-chartered thrift, it was able to tap lines of credit at the Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta. Even this proved inadequate, and eventually Countrywide too was required to sell itself to a larger commercial bank with greater resources, Bank of America.

Consumer Protection Failures

Predatory subprime lenders have misled borrowers and convinced them to take out loans that they did not understand or that carried inappropriate risks. Statistics show subprime borrowers to be higher-risk than prime borrowers, to pay more for loans, to be predominantly minority, to have lower income, be less well financially educated, and less likely to search for the best interest rates and terms for their mortgage loans.19 A commonly cited practice has been “fee packing,” where excessive processing fees were included in the balance of the new loan, increasing the borrower’s indebtedness without providing value. About 70% of subprime loans carry prepayment fees, compared to about 2% of prime loans. Other practices include charging rates of interest much higher than those charged for other borrowers with similar credit histories, misleading borrowers about the costs of the loan by failing to disclose the costs of required taxes and insurance, and abuses in servicing such as refusing to correctly credit payments received and then declaring borrowers to be in default. (Tomkin, et al., 2002, Lax, et al., 2004, GAO, 2004a, FTC 2007, Renaut, 2004.)

The Role of Auditors

External auditors abetted the boom mentality by under-reporting risks and losses. In the case of New Century Financial Corporation, New Century’s auditor, KPMG, apparently enabled significant improper and imprudent practices related to loan originations, operations, accounting and financial reporting processes. Among other actions, KPMG apparently suggested reducing reserves against possible loan repurchases in 2006 at the same time that early payment defaults rose and New Century was “flooded” with repurchase claims from investors. The examiner identified accounting issues with the allowance for loan losses on loans held for investment, mortgage servicing rights, deferral and amortisation of loan origination fees, hedge accounting and goodwill from an acquisition. In the third quarter of 2006, as a result of these accounting failures, New Century was said to have understated its repurchase reserve by 1000%, reported a profit of $63.5 billion and met analysts’ earnings expectations, when it should have reported a loss and at least a 40% decline in earnings per share (New Century Examiner Report, 2008).

The Role of Credit Rating Agencies

The widespread downgrading of subprime securities in 2007 severely undermined market confidence in the ratings process and in market prices for those securities. The role and supervision of Credit Rating Agencies (CRAs) has been an issue for some years in a number of financial markets (Partnoy, 2006). As noted by the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO 2008), the growing volume of subprime securitisations gave the rating agencies little incentive to discourage investors from effectively outsourcing their evaluation. Regulatory requirements for investors, issuers and banks, including in particular the Basel II capital accords, require authorities to accept the role of rating agencies on a much larger scale than has been the case in the past. However, in several important instances, ratings have lagged market developments and have appeared out of touch with defaults, as in the case of Enron. In the wake of the financial scandals of 2000-2002, among a number of other financial market reforms, Congress requested that the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) review the role of CRAs and their oversight.20 By 2007, the SEC had finalised new regulations that established clearer standards for the recognition of CRAs. IOSCO has developed a code of conduct for CRAs and published several studies on its implementation.21

18 As defined in the US, there was very little subprime lending in Great Britain, and Northern Rock was predominately a prime lender. Between 2001 and 2006, about 10% of the loans that Countrywide originated were subprime.

19 Access to credit should be predicated on an objective assessment of ability and willingness to pay. Prior to the passage of anti-discrimination laws and court cases in the 1970s and 1980s, racial criteria unrelated to creditworthiness played an explicit role in mortgage credit allocation in the US. Some racial discrimination persists. However, in recent years much of the racial disparity in access to mortgage lending and in mortgage costs has reflected differences in credit scores, which carry no racial information (Federal Reserve, 2007). Lower credit scores reflect broader issues of social equity, such as access to education and employment.
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Basel II Capital Accords Would Have Had Limited Effect on the Subprime Boom and Crisis

Basel II was not in effect in the US during the subprime boom and it does not apply to non-bank lenders. Basel II Pillar 1 capital standards primarily affect mortgage lending in three respects: 1) lower risk weights for mortgages retained on bank balance sheets in countries where lower losses can be demonstrated; 2) lower risk weights for loans backed by mortgage default insurance; and 3) specific capital requirements for bank investments in mortgage-related securities. Pillar 3 of Basel II requires banks to provide qualitative discussions of securitisations and off balance sheet exposures, representing a limited improvement, given the qualitative nature of the requirements (IMF, 2008). Pillar 2 requires supervisors to review the quality of these disclosures. The more advanced Basel II internal ratings based standards will be implemented between 2008 and 2011 by large, internationally active banks in the US, and so were not in effect during the growth of subprime lending at the beginning of the decade. The Basel II accords do not apply to non-bank lenders, to investment banks, or to CRAs.

Although the US has arguably one of the most transparent financial markets in the world, market discipline was of little use in reining in the subprime boom or preventing the crisis. Offering documents provide summary descriptions of key collateral performance indicators. Risky subprime-backed securities were sold only to sophisticated institutional investors, not to individuals. Investors depended excessively on agency ratings for assurance that the bonds would pay, rather than conducting their own analysis. Investors apparently felt that the yields offered by subprime securities compensated for the risks they were taking (Jaffee, 2008). While they are a crucial part of efficient and stable financial systems, market disclosures were insufficient to prevent subprime excesses. The short-term earnings incentives from fees and the strong demand for higher yield paper created a race to the bottom with respect to credit underwriting rules and leverage. Individual market participants maximised their short-term individual utility in the form of fee income and issuance volume, while ignoring the longer-term system-wide effects of higher defaults and leverage.

5. Observations and Recommendations for Emerging Markets

Broadly speaking, there has been no subprime mortgage lending in emerging markets. Instead, mortgage lending is typically made on conservative terms to middle- and upper-income households employed in the formal sector. Given the overall lack of access to credit, the predominant lack of access to financial services and the relatively high cost of registering and enforcing a mortgage lien, emerging market banks have been slow to move downmarket with mortgages. Mortgage lending is typically less than 20% of GDP in emerging markets, while it ranges between 40% and 100% of GDP in developed countries (Chart 3).

The challenge for emerging markets is to increase access to housing finance for moderate- and low-income households while maintaining strong standards for credit risk management. Governments can reduce the cost of housing by increasing efficiency in land markets. Banks may increase the supply and maturity of mortgages by financing themselves with covered bonds or by securitising portfolios. They may extend credit to lower-income households by employing more labour-intensive microfinance management methods. Emerging market lenders can extend credit to moderate-income households using alternative documentation methods and credit scoring technology while maintaining strong credit underwriting standards.

Primary Market Practices

Evaluate mortgage credit risk in terms of the borrower’s income, not the value of the property. Even though mortgages are secured with a lien on a house, collecting mortgage debt by foreclosing on the house generally results in a loss to the lender, especially when house prices are flat or falling. However, as the recent boom persisted, lenders came to rely increasingly on expected house price increases rather than borrower income. At the same time, lenders became increasingly tolerant of very high loan-to-value ratios (LTVs) without income verification or credit enhancements (Demiryank and Van Hemert 2007, Gramlich 2007, various OCC guidances).

The primary means to evaluate the capacity to pay is the borrower’s debt-to-income ratio. It may be expressed either in terms of monthly housing payment to monthly income gross of taxes, or total monthly obligations (mortgage and other consumer debt) divided by monthly gross income. For prime mortgage loans in the US, the standard for mortgage debt to gross income is 28% for monthly housing payment to gross income and 36% for total debt obligations to gross income. For subprime lending, the mortgage payment to income ratio was allowed to range much higher, averaging 41% in 2006 and in some cases exceeding 50% (Fitch, 2007).

Allow flexibility in sound credit management practices while increasing access for low- and moderate-income borrowers. Lenders should be required to document borrower income, but be allowed flexibility with respect to the means by which informal income earners establish their ability to pay. This can include

---

22 See www.frb.com for the US implementation schedule, www.bis.org for the overall schedule and for separate countries’ decisions regarding their implementation.
23 See Engel and McCoy (2007), as cited above.
24 Monthly housing payment includes principal, interest, taxes and insurance. Total monthly obligations are defined as monthly housing payment plus other recurring debt obligations.

---

Chart 3: Mortgage Debt as Percent of GDP Selected Countries

Source: World Bank
structured savings programmes, rent and utility receipts, and co-signatures by friends and family members. Mexican lenders have developed proprietary credit scoring systems. Half of the mortgage lending in recent years funded by Mexico’s Federal Mortgage Company (known by its Spanish language acronym SHF) via non-bank lenders has reached households earning between the median and 70th percentile, a significant improvement over previous years, when most lending was to households in the 70th percentile or higher. As much as 15% of non-bank lending has gone to informal sector workers. SHF centile or higher. As much as 15% of non-bank lending was to households in the 70th percentile or higher. As much as 15% of non-bank lending has gone to informal sector workers. SHF also supports microfinance for housing and subsidy programs for households earning less than the median.25 Financial products such as mortgage default insurance have contributed to the stable extension of mortgage credit to moderate-income households in Mexico, Hong Kong, the US, Canada and other countries.

Prepayment fees should be limited to the actual financial cost of refinancing incurred by the lender or investor. Yield maintenance fees are common in many countries that feature long-term fixed rate loans.26 These fees eliminate the financial gain for the consumer from exercising the prepayment option. In some countries, contractual limits on prepayment are the norm. Any such fees or limitations should be clearly disclosed to the borrower. Prepayment fees should not exceed the mark-to-market loss that the lender incurs as a result of prepayment.

Set LTV requirements in terms of the local history of house price movements and prevailing foreclosure costs. Authorities should look at the history of house prices in their markets to see how volatility is likely to affect the equity position of a high LTV loan. Countries with higher volatility will want to set the LTV standard lower than others. For instance, if house prices have a substantial likelihood of dropping 5% over a given five year period, then 95% LTV loans would be inadvisable. Rapidly urbanising markets, such as China and Mexico, where valuations are based largely on new construction, should require lower LTVs (in fact, China has restricted LTVs to 65% in its more overheated cities). In more mature markets, with a longer history of trading of both new and used housing, higher LTVs may be acceptable. Likewise, longer or more uncertain foreclosure periods or higher costs should drive lower LTV norms.

Create a public database on property prices, mortgage interest rates, mortgage lending volumes and mortgage loan performance. Confidence increases when investors are aware of price movements and cycles. The IMF and World Bank have jointly developed recommended indicators for real estate markets as part of their work on financial stability monitoring. These include separately reporting real estate lending by types of financial institutions and creating real estate price indices.27 Central banks, financial regulators, statistical agencies and the private sector should collaborate to create real estate information centres that gather and report basic data on real estate markets and financial activity. Such data enables property appraisers to provide more accurate estimates of market value. Thailand created such a centre in 2004.28 Lenders and mortgage insurers in Mexico have reliable data from the beginning of the 2000s, when the public MI product was restructured, and a few mortgage lenders began to securitise their portfolios, but this data reflects a period of rising house prices, similar to the boom experienced in the US in the same period. In Colombia, data exists for mortgages that survived the crisis of 1998 that were securitised and for loans that have been originated more recently as the market has rebounded. But these time periods represent separate paradigms in terms of market circumstances and do not lend themselves easily to sweeping conclusions about default probability or loss given default. In China, mortgage loans have been made only since the reforms of 1998, in a real estate boom in coastal cities, and loan data has not been consistently gathered across the industry. In many other emerging markets, lending is much less widespread and no industry-wide data is collected at all.

Provide Robust Links to Capital Markets

Capital market funding can take at least two forms: securitisation and covered bonds. Diversity in funding instruments and funding sources provides lenders with choices for managing capital in the context of term matching, credit risk and operational risk. Many countries have developed securitisation or covered bonds along with second tier liquidity facilities that allow lenders to keep mortgages on balance sheet.29 Spain and Chile have developed active markets with both covered bonds and securitisation as capital market tools.

Credit Rating Agencies should be subject to rules for disclosures for their activities. Many countries have a licensing requirement and at least a nominal oversight function for CRAs. Competition issues associated with CRAs are more pronounced in emerging markets, particularly small ones with small and illiquid capital markets. In many emerging markets, only one of the three major international CRAs are active, often via contracts with domestic economic consulting firms, or via offices in nearby countries.20 These local firms typically lack expertise in arcane topics like structured finance. Authorities could establish in regulation the requirement that CRAs adhere to the IOSCO code of conduct.

Consumer Protection in Mortgage Lending31

Consumer protection rules should provide for clear disclosures and fair competition, and should prohibit abusive charges. Predatory lending can have a much broader reach than the individual borrower. In the US, risky sub-prime lending practices could have been restricted much earlier by tightening existing rules on non-bank lenders. Arguably, this would have reduced the scale of the crisis. As they work to increase access to finance, authorities in emerging markets should establish clear and workable rules for disclosing the complete costs and risks of mortgage borrowing, and to protect consumers from unscrupulous lenders. Examples of disclosures include Mexico’s transparency law and the United Kingdom’s disclosure regulation.

Consumer disclosures are important in emerging markets that issue price level adjusting mortgages, where the principal amount varies with inflation.32 Credit risk can rise if mortgages and salaries are not indexed in the same fashion. Clear disclosures and explanations are required to make sure that the borrower understands how their mortgage payment may change over time.

25 Sources: SHF, interviews with lenders.
26 For example: Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden and Australia.
28 http://www.reic.or.th/home_eng/home/default.asp
29 For instance, Malaysia, France and the United States.
30 For example, Fitch’s Peru office relies on staff from its office in Chile. Mainland China has not yet licensed any of the three major CRAs to operate.
31 For a more extensive discussion of consumer protection issues see Chapter 6 in Chiquier and Lea, 2008.
32 Inflation-indexed mortgages have been prominent at different times in a number of countries, including Israel, Poland, Chile, Argentina and Mexico. As inflation has fallen in recent years, shorter maturity fixed nominal rate loans have become popular in Colombia and Mexico.
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Structured Financing Allows for Affordable Rental Housing in Austria

By Wolfgang Amann, Julie Lawson & Alexis Mundt

Introduction

Despite the convergent view that the era of broad-based housing supply strategies has come to an end (Harloe 1995), the drift away from social housing and supply-side programmness since the 1970s has been far from universal. Indeed, recent assessments by CECODHAS (2007), Whitehead and Scanlon (2007) and Lawson and Milligan (2007) suggest a more variable picture of the role of governments in their very different housing markets (Kemeny et al 2005). While some countries, notably Germany, have sold or demolished large amounts of subsidised rental housing, there are several countries, such as Austria, France and Switzerland that continue to exercise a more direct influence on the supply of different tenures, using a range of policy levers in the land, finance and housing markets (Lawson 2009, Schaeffer 2008, Deutsch 2007, FOH 2006). Furthermore, a number of home ownership orientated countries, including Ireland, New Zealand and, most recently, the UK and Australia, are now promoting social and affordable housing supply-side strategies in their reinvigorated national housing policies (Milligan et al forthcoming). These efforts are gaining pace amidst the worsening global financial crises, in which the promotion of housing is being used as a tool to stabilise flagging national economies.

This paper examines the experience of Austria, which suggests that a new set of ideas around what is considered good housing policy should replace the demand side hegemony that characterised the role of governments in housing policy during the late 20th century. Rather than enable financial markets to determine the level of housing investments and indeed housing costs, this new paradigm would promote a more strategic role for governments in facilitating an adequate supply of decent affordable housing.

The Austrian model is interesting for policy makers and financiers not only because it has been successful and resilient in stabilising housing markets and has provided quality housing outcomes, but also because it provides lessons for countries seeking to reform, reinvigorate or establish new social housing systems, as in countries in transition where it is now taking hold. To enable a clearer understanding of what is often considered a complex system of finance, this paper presents the Austrian model as a form of risk-averse structured finance, which employs a variety of different sources within a well regulated framework and consequently reduces risks for investors and financing costs for providers of cost rent housing.

Austrian Housing Policy in a Nutshell

Austria performs well in terms of quality and quantity when compared to the housing outcomes of other European systems, particularly in terms of housing cost, security of occupancy and habitable space (Czasny 2004:57). Indeed, the general price level is relatively low; household expenditure on housing is only 20.6% representing much less of a burden than in other European countries (Czasny et al. 2008: 819). Consequently, there is a very low proportion of households with rent arrears (2.4% opposed to 9.1%) and of households that see their living expenses as a heavy burden (14% as opposed to the EU25-average of 28%) (Czasny et al. 2008:56). Unlike the boom bust cycles of housing markets of many other West European and North American countries, the smoother Austrian cycle has been far less volatile, even in recent months. Price developments have been steadily positive and between 1999 and 2007, annual percentage growth rates were only 1.2 %, compared with 6.1% in the Euro area (ECB 2009). Consequently, tenancies of different duration exhibit only marginal cost differences. While rents for new contracts (less than five years) are on an EU25-average 27% higher than those of old contracts (more than 15 years), this difference amounts to only 10% in Austria (Czasny et al 2008: 45). New construction is on a stable and relatively high level of 5.0 to 5.5 completions per 1,000 inhabitants for the past decade (45,000 units in 2008), compared with a much higher volatility in countries such as Ireland or Spain, or a much lower level in Germany or the UK. Unlike most EU countries, which face a sharp downturn in housing production from 2007 to 2010, Austrian housing production is forecast to report a modest adjustment only (Euroconstruct 12/2008).

Austrian housing policy is characterised by stability and continuity, which is sustained by the following elements:

- Housing legislation is primarily a federal responsibility with an explicit emphasis on the protection of tenants and regulation of limited profit housing associations;
- New construction is highly influenced by extensive, mostly supply-side, housing subsidy schemes, designed by regional governments (Länder);
- The federal government transfers dedicated tax revenue to the Länder to ensure a long-term focus on housing policy development;
- A limited profit housing sector has developed to become a very efficient tool for the implementation of housing policy targets (e.g. regarding energy efficient and environmentally sustainable housing); and
- The banking sector plays a decisive and constructive role in channelling investment towards approved housing projects (contractual savings schemes, housing banks).

These elements underpin the limited profit housing sector, which is described in more detail below.

The Limited Profit Housing Scheme

By providing discounted building land, grants, public loans and tax favoured investment, the federal government, together with its regional (Länder) and municipal governments has strategically promoted the development of limited profit, cost-capped, cost rent housing, often in

---

1 Dr. Wolfgang Amann is director of the Vienna based IIBW – Institute for Real Estate, Construction and Hous-ing Ltd. with a focus on comparative housing policy and social housing in Europe. 

2 The findings, interpretations, statements and conclusions expressed herein are those of the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect the views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank and its affiliated organizations, or those of the Executive Directors of The World Bank or the TU Delft or the IIBW.
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The Austrian legislative framework for limited profit housing is very well developed and concerns the following:

- the definition of acceptable activities, which restrict them to limited profit cost-capped housing of moderate but adequate standards;
- interest limits on financing provided by capital markets;
- rules for setting rents and the principles of rent contracts;
- the compulsory re-investment of profits into construction and renovation;
- limits on administration costs including income ceilings for managers;
- the decision-making and management process that involves tenants and which has a key role for government in regular systems of evaluation and auditing, as well as enforcement procedures; and
- the design principles for state based programs.

There are formal income limits for access to social housing, but these are high enough to cover 80-90% of the population (Reinprecht 2007:39). Municipalities create their own allocation schemes and provide special emergency dwellings for households in imminent danger of homelessness, mostly from within the municipal housing stock.

LPHA are both self-audited and publicly regulated. An umbrella organisation audits and regulates individual associations and represents them in negotiations with the government, whilst regional governments also act as external supervisors. This arrangement improves the creditworthiness and, importantly, the financial rating of the sector. This contributes to the structured financing goal of reducing the costs of capital and reducing risk for capital market financial contributors.

Social Housing Financing

Anti-cyclical Keynesian fiscal policy was practiced in Austria for much longer than in other Western welfare states (Unger & Heitzmann 2003), which helps to explain why supply-side subsidies towards the construction and renovation of buildings were preferred to a major shift towards demand-side housing benefits that provide less possibility of applying steers through housing policy. In Austria, housing promotion was always regarded as a policy instrument able to attain various policy targets beyond social policy, such as economic, environmental and land planning aims (Lugger 2007:56).

Importantly, housing finance consists of a number of different layers, illustrated below by Figure 1. The specific quality of each layer and their interaction contributes in a significant way towards strong performance of the Austrian housing system.

To illustrate how this works in practice, the financing of a typical social housing project is as follows (Table 1):

Figure 1:
Tranches of structured financing for LPHA-housing in Austria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tranche</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior loan</td>
<td>Capital market mortgage loan; refinancing mostly with HCCB or contract saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low interest loan, grant or interest</td>
<td>Public subsidy as compensation for service obligations of general economic interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity + cross-subsidies</td>
<td>- Solidity of LPHA allows for equity investment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mostly for land costs; if &gt;60 €/m² in return for a right to buy; reimbursement when moving out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upfront payments of tenants</td>
<td>In some cases at low price from municipalities; prepayment with LPHA equity; bearing the cost by upfront payment of tenants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IIBW

Table 1
Typical financing arrangements for limited profit housing projects in Austria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Loan</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
<th>Interest Rate</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital market loan: 20-30 years maturity, Euribor + 0-30 BP, fixed- or variable-rate interest</td>
<td>40-60%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public loan: 30 years maturity, 1% fixed-rate interest</td>
<td>30-40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity of developer, mostly for land purchase or construction financing (temporarily)</td>
<td>10-20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upfront payment of tenants</td>
<td>0-10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 HCCB = housing construction convertible bonds
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with additional means-tested benefits for lower income groups. This has been efficiently achieved at reasonable cost to the public purse: public expenditure on housing currently represents a modest 1% of GDP and is below the Western European average (LUGER & AMANN 2006:29). The Austrian model allows for relatively low shares of public financing in social housing. At the same time, only a small part of the population needs to be supported with housing allowances and there are almost no fiscal subsidies.

In addition to the public subsidy schemes of the regional governments, capital market funding increasingly plays a role in financing limited profit housing projects. Mortgage loans are, as anywhere, an important product of commercial banks. In Austria, borrowing conditions are very favourable for LPHA being as low as the Euribor rate plus 0-30 basis points (AMANN & MUNDT 2006).

Limited Profit Housing Associations are considered as low-risk borrowers for several reasons. Firstly, co-financing by housing subsidies ensures a favourable loan-to-value ratio and represents a very low-risk to investors. Secondly, public bodies act as external supervisors tightly controlling the financial situation of the LPHA. Furthermore, there is a strong market for affordable rental housing and LPHA experience only minimal vacancy rates. Further, their considerable size and strong asset base is taken into account, as well as their ownership constellations, which bolster their favourable creditworthiness. Bringing these aspects together, private investors consider limited profit affordable rental housing a fundamentally low-risk asset (WHITEHEAD 1999:671). Grants and subordinate public loans provide sound collateral for the commercial loans taken out by the LPHA, removing the need for government funded guarantees. This financial support, sound control and supervision are responsible for the very favourable conditions LPHA face on the capital market.

In order for commercial banks to be able to deliver the cheapest possible finance, a special financing vehicle was designed in the early 1990s, the “Wohnbaubanken” – housing banks. Today, all major banks have established housing banks that issue tax-privileged housing construction convertible bonds (HCCB), which enjoy preferential public treatment in two ways. Firstly, a capital income tax relief is granted for the first 4% of returns. Therefore, HCCB can be issued below the market rate as the yield after taxes stays competitive, saving mortgage borrowers around 0.75% in interest costs (BALL 2005:29). Secondly, another incentive to the demand side of the market has been designed by considering an HCCB purchase as a special expense when assessing income tax. In addition to these privileges, a tight legal framework for the operation field of housing banks was created: money raised through the issuance of HCCBs has to be allocated towards new approved housing construction programmes, which are eligible for additional object-side subsidies by the provinces, i.e. mainly in LPHA housing (SCHMIDINGER 2008). Further, funds raised must be assigned to Austrian-based construction projects within a period of three years. This has created healthy competition between banks for the LPHA with the best credit history, channeling funds towards projects that the public considers worth funding.

The housing banks operating in Austria today have been very successful in raising construction money. However, since 2008, because HCCBs are not covered by the state deposit guarantee for private savings, the volume of acquired capital has decreased considerably, but declining interest rates have alleviated potential financing problems. Housing Banks remain an important institution in the Austrian model for the long-term.

There are additional innovations worth mentioning in the Austrian housing finance system. Public loans often start with low interest payments. In order to attain low (but always amortising) annuities in the first years, adjustable rate mortgages (ARM) with uncertain maturity or term for public loans have been introduced in the 1990s (“Kletterdarlehen”) and are mostly bound to developments of the Consumer Price Index. Due to its specific design, it was warranted that these loans kept amortising in any economic environment. At the same time, commercial housing developers have been introduced to the social rental housing scheme. During this period, the City of Vienna institutionalised competitions between commercial and limited-profit housing developers to promote innovation and public value in larger projects. Commercial developers are still able to make profitable returns on their investment using long-term sales strategies, such as buy-to-let schemes, while remaining within the income limits of approved schemes. In some cases, social housing projects realised by commercial developers (organised in independent project companies) were sold to listed commercial housing funds. The rationale was to mix low-risk low-return investments in social housing with other investments with usually much higher risks. Another important innovation by the City of Vienna has been the acceptance that public loans have a subordinate ranking to commercial loans when the financing of social rental housing is involved, making desirable commercial developments within social housing projects easier to finance.

What is Structured Finance?

We now turn to the topic of structured finance (JOBBT 2007, CGFS 2005, STANDARD & POOR’S 2003), which in some important ways shares common characteristics with the Austrian mode of financing social housing. Around the world, structured finance markets have become an important part of the financial system with issuance volumes having grown strongly over recent years. This market aims to reduce the economic costs of capital, to reduce regulatory minimum capital requirements, to diversify asset exposures and to redistribute asset risks to investors and broader capital markets (JOBBT 2007, CGFS 2005).

Residential mortgages have formed an important part of the asset pools for structured finance from the very beginning. However, to date, social housing has not been an explicit target of financing of this kind. Being highly dependent on state funding, attempts to secure long-term financing have often involved a downsizing of new construction and the transfer of debt obligations to the tenants with the promotion of right-to-buy schemes. In this process, mixed funding including commercial mortgages has become an important model within social housing finance across many parts of Europe since the late 1980s (WHITEHEAD 2003, GIBB & WHITEHEAD 2007:192).

Structured finance can be defined by three key characteristics, pooling, de-linking and trancheing, as outlined below:

1) Pooling of financial assets:

Assets in the collateral pool can range from cash instruments (e.g. residential mortgages, credit card receivables, loans and bonds) to synthetic exposures such as credit default swaps (CDSs). Claims on the cash flows backed by these pools are sold to investors.

2) De-linking of the credit risk of the asset pool from the credit risk of the originator:

Structured finance is a form of financing where the investor does not rely on the credit risk of the originator, but on the quality of the underlying claim. This is because the securities are traded usually through a finite, standalone special purpose vehicle (SPV).

De-linking generates several benefits, both for the originator and the investor. With the asset pool as collateral, structured finance transforms into a form of secured borrowing (if defaults do not run rampant). However, the investor is affected only by the performance of the de-linked asset pool and not by the performance of the originator. While defaults in the underlying asset pool will lower the payments to the investor, other factors, such
as management default of the originator, should have no impact if the assets have been successfully de-linked. De-linked assets will not come under court jurisdiction should the originator file for bankruptcy. The returns of the well-defined tranches of the asset pool may be more predictable than the total returns of the originator (e.g. cash flows with stable distributions). Consequently, the credit risk of the de-linked assets is often lower than the credit risk of the originator, which facilitates access by the originator to cheaper sources of funding.

3) Tranching of liabilities that are backed by the collateral assets:
Tranching is the feature that most distinguishes structured finance products from traditional securitisations such as Asset Backed Securities, as de-linking and pooling is common to both types of instruments.

Typically, several tranches of securities are issued to distribute cash flows received from the underlying asset pool to different investor groups. Tranching transforms the risk characteristics of the collateral pool into classes of securities with distinct, transaction-specific risk features. The risk-return profile of each tranche is defined according to factors such as riskiness, timing of payments and fixed versus floating rates. The risk-return profile can be tailored to specific investment preferences.

4) The key goal of the tranching process is to create at least one class of securities whose rating is higher than the average rating of the underlying collateral pool. This is accomplished, for example, through prioritisation of payments to the different tranches. The equity/first-loss tranche absorbs initial losses, followed by a mezzanine tranche, which absorbs some additional losses, again followed by more senior tranches. Thus, the most senior claims should be insulated from default risk of the underlying asset pool to the extent that the more junior tranches absorb credit losses. The higher the ranking of a given tranche, the lower the probability that the holder of that tranche will lose money. Losses to senior tranches, therefore, will be relatively rare, as these tranches are served first.

In a world of perfect financial markets, with no information asymmetries and with all assets readily tradable (i.e. without liquidity premium), tranching would not add value relative to a share in the pool, since the structure of liabilities would be irrelevant. Market imperfections are thus needed for structured finance to add value. Two such imperfections, which may play a role individually or in combination, are asymmetric information and market segmentation.

The implementation of structured finance requires a mature legal system and a stable economic framework that allows for all the aforementioned secondary market operations. The model requires that the SVP is legally separated from the balance sheet of the originator. De-linking of the originator of assets and the SVP is therefore a particularly demanding but important legal exercise.

As the model refers primarily to the cash flow of the projects, monitoring requirements are extensive. Structured finance needs detailed, deal-specific documentation including a definition of the transaction’s structure. This is a prerequisite for the intended characteristics, such as the seniority ordering of the various tranches, to be actually delivered under all plausible scenarios (CGFS 2005).

The tranches of structured finance are characterised by different risk-return profiles. There is a scope for “splitting” the cash flows from an asset to create multiple types of securities. Jobst (2007) builds on this observation, demonstrating that diversification improves the pricing and management of risk, increases stability at all levels of the financial system and ideally enhances general welfare. However, whilst the growth of risk-based lending has developed mortgage markets around the world, the retreat of lending informed by local banking relationships, and the complexity and lack of transparency of derivative financial products, have been largely held responsible for the present financial, housing market and consequently economic crisis.

Summing up, structured finance can be defined as a form of financial intermediation, based upon securitisation technology. Structured finance encompasses all advanced private and public financial arrangements that serve to efficiently refinance and hedge any profitable economic activity beyond the scope of conventional forms of on balance sheet securities (debt, bonds, equity) at lower capital cost and agency costs from market impediments on liquidity (CGFS 2005, Jobst 2007).

Elements of Structured Finance in Austrian Social Housing Funding

Social housing finance in Austria is a specific way to securitize financial assets, which aims to reduce financing costs and minimise risks. For this reason, affordable housing finance in Austria can be considered as a risk-averse model of structured finance. In contrast to more common models of structured financing in commercial real estate financing, such as those mentioned above, it not only lowers capital costs, but also contributes to the stabilisation of financing and real estate markets (Springler 2008).

Austrian social housing finance, as in the section above, shows some remarkable similarities to commercial structured finance:

- It is a financing scheme that aims to reduce financing costs and minimise risks, and effectively combines interdependent measures to reduce the risks to investment in any LPHA project.
- Tranching, as shown in Figure 1, is a form of structured finance. However, there is a shift from high-risk low-ranking junior loans or mezzanine capital to low-risk equity like tranches, such as the provision of building land from municipalities or low-ranking public loans.
- The scheme relies on a comprehensive economic and legal framework, which transparently and effectively regulates the financial management of the LPHA sector.
- The financing model refers to the cash flow of the projects and is only subordinated to the assets of the borrower (CGFS, 2005). This allows favourable financing conditions for smaller LPHA with smaller equity capital as well.
- Monitoring requirements are extensive (CGFS, 2005).
- Less informed investors purchase the senior tranches (HCCB), whereas the well-informed investors (the public) purchase the subordinated tranches.
- The significant size of equity-like tranches reduces, combined with measures to reduce interest on equity.

The following aspects differ from structured finance:

- Austrian social housing finance creates tradable securities only in the one tranche of HCCBs.
- Housing banks cannot be considered as Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs).
- Assets are on balance sheet.
- Financing bears much lower risk compared to common structured finance. The bigger part of the tranches may be characterised as equity capital. There is no need for junior loans or mezzanine capital.

Conclusions

Social housing finance in Austria appears to be very complex. By drawing parallels to the well documented commercial financing tool of structured finance, this article attempts to promote more clarity into this structure of social housing in Austria. The comparison demonstrates that the Austrian model can be considered as an advanced financing system that effectively obtains moderate rents, security against rent volatility, secure returns for the property owner and moderates demands on state expenditure.
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The Austrian model of financing housing is suitable for adaptation in countries seeking to reform, re-invigorate or establish new social housing systems, and is now being applied in countries in transition. It is particularly relevant when combined with the business model of limited profit, cost rent cost-capped housing and may well serve the urgent needs of many Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries to provide rental housing in substantial quantities, serving the needs of middle- and lower-income groups (Dübel et al. 2006). Towards this end, it is not only necessary to build capacity in housing development, but also in housing investment and housing management as well.
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Overview

Mortgage financing amounts to less than 1% of GDP in Egypt. It comes to 10% of GDP in Mexico, 39% in South Africa and it is equal to more than 85% of GDP in New Zealand. Why these big differences? They stem in part from the difficulties buyers face in registering a mortgage and title transfer - and the difficulties creditors face in foreclosing on a property when a borrower defaults.

Registering a mortgage and title transfer takes three days in New Zealand and four in Georgia - but 193 days in Egypt and a year in Rwanda. The cost to do so ranges from a low of 0.04% of the property value in Canada and 0.08% in New Zealand to a high of 12% in Burkina Faso and 13% in Guatemala.

Foreclosing on a property in default takes 260 days on average. But the time varies considerably across countries, ranging from a low of 55 days in Kazakhstan to a high of 706 in Ghana. The cost of foreclosure also varies greatly, ranging from 1.4% of the property value in Japan and 1.9% in Romania to almost 48% in Zambia.

This article benchmarks regulatory efficiency in the registration of a mortgage and title transfer, and in foreclosure in 42 countries. Using a methodology modeled on the Doing Business indicators, which allow comparisons across countries and over time, the study investigates the time and cost to comply with regulation. It creates indices on the efficiency of the registration system and the degree to which notaries are involved in the process of registering a mortgage and title transfer. In addition, it documents countries’ choice of judicial or administrative procedures for foreclosure. To identify features of registration and foreclosure systems that may foster housing finance, the study links these indicators to the size of mortgage markets. It also documents and analyzes recent reforms to highlight the benefits of regulatory improvements for growing homeownership.

Mortgage registration and foreclosure are just part of what drives growth in mortgage finance and the housing market. Other features of an economy also have an effect - the existence of secondary mortgage markets and other sources of long-term funding, income distribution and effective demand, the size of the overall financial sector, macroeconomic stability and land titling and use policies.

Still, mortgage registration and foreclosure are an important part. When the system for registering a mortgage and title transfer functions poorly, it can create a bottleneck in the housing finance system and add substantially to the costs of a housing transaction. When foreclosure processes are slow and outcomes uncertain, housing finance becomes more expensive or even unavailable for many borrowers.

1. Registering a Mortgage

Inefficiency in the process to register a mortgage and title transfer matters because it can create a bottleneck in the housing finance system and substantially increase the costs of a housing transaction. Registration of real property rights affects secured housing finance at almost every step. It enables the creditor to determine that the borrower owns the property and has the right to pledge it, and makes it possible to identify any third-party rights to the property that might interfere with enforcement of the mortgage right. Registration of the mortgage ensures the creditor’s priority over other secured creditors and most holders of unregistered rights.

When registration is unreliable - for example, if there are long delays in publishing the registration or if there is a potential for competing title claims to emerge later - creditors face much higher risk in extending a mortgage. The result is likely to be higher interest rates and larger down payments for homeowners.

Speed, low-cost and simplicity are fundamental to an efficient system for registering mortgages and title transfers. The following sections use these three criteria in examining the efficiency of the registration process across 42 countries.

1.1 Time to Register a Mortgage

The time for registration is measured by the number of calendar days required to register a mortgage and title transfer, starting with the conclusion of the sale agreement and up to the perfection of the mortgage lien. The analysis assumes that a mortgage loan is used to acquire a registered residential property from a seller who is the registered owner and that there are in effect two transactions to be registered - the
transfer of the title to the property and the establishment of a mortgage on the new title.\(^5\)

The speed of registration varies considerably. The process takes three days in New Zealand and four days in Armenia and Georgia. However, it takes nearly seven months in Egypt and a year in Rwanda (Figure 1).

What drives these differences? Delays may be rooted in the operational infrastructure of the registration system, the bureaucratic process itself, the capacity of registry staff or the overall legal environment. Rwanda has simple regulation, yet still has the slowest process for registering property and mortgages in the sample. Once it has been verified that the owner has a valid title and that the property is free from encumbrances, the sale agreement can be drafted and authenticated. With these documents and payment receipts in hand, along with a certificate of good standing from the tax authority, it is then possible to go to the registrar and register the transfer. Nevertheless, here is where the problem lies: there is only one registrar and issuing a new title and registering the mortgage charge attached to it takes from six months to a full year (Figure 2).

In Ghana, with two land titling systems, there is much uncertainty about the authenticity of titles. Lenders, though not required to do so, usually register property in the registries of both systems. That is what causes the delay in the registration process.

---

\(^5\) Without these assumptions, the delays would be much longer. For example, the initial registration of a property is the most difficult and time-consuming registration transaction. Moreover, if the seller is not the current registered owner, the entire intervening chain of title might have to be reviewed once the registration application is submitted.
1.2 Cost to Register a Mortgage

The cost to register a mortgage and title transfer is another target of reforms aimed at increasing homeownership. This cost is measured by calculating all official expenses associated with each procedure for registration. These include fees, transfer taxes, stamp duties and other payments made to public agencies as well as payments to notaries or lawyers if their participation is required by law.

The biggest fees and charges are not related to registering the mortgage itself. The fees to register a mortgage are typically minor, though once notary fees are taken into account they can be as high as 2–3% of the amount of the property value. Instead, the biggest costs are associated with the transfer of the property to be mortgaged. For this, state stamp duties and transfer taxes in the range of 7–10% of the property value are common.

Such transfer taxes can be among the main causes of informality of property tenure. Consider Lagos, Nigeria, where the cost to register a mortgage is only 0.2% of the amount of the property value, while the transfer taxes and stamp duties are 10% of the property value. Similarly, in Croatia, registering a mortgage requires only a nominal fixed registration fee and moderate notary charge, but transferring the property involves a tax amounting to 5% of the property value. On average across countries, taxes and stamp duties account for 73% of the cost to register a mortgage and title transfer.

The cost of registering the property sale and mortgage transaction varies widely, ranging from a low of 0.04% of the property value in Canada and 0.08% in New Zealand to a high of 12% in Burkina Faso and 13% in Guatemala (Figure 3). In Guatemala, the seller pays a value added tax of 12% when the title is transferred. In Brazil, the costs consist of a transfer fee of 2–7% (depending on the state) and various other costs amounting to about $2,000.

1.3 Simplicity of Mortgage Registration

Simplicity of registration of a mortgage and title transfer is captured through two dimensions of the process: whether notaries are involved and how easily registry information can be accessed. Fewer steps in registration tend to mean lower costs and greater speed. However, many countries add steps by requiring that mortgage documents be certified by a notary. Similarly, cheap and efficient access to registry data on property ownership and encumbrances is important for lenders. Nevertheless, many countries restrict access or impose complicated rules and procedures, increasing costs and time, and decreasing reliability.

The involvement of notaries in registration is measured by the mandatory notary index. This index reflects whether there are requirements for notaries to certify mortgage documents, to prepare such documents and to complete the registration process as well as whether their fees are legally regulated. The index ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating greater inefficiency and how easily registry information can be accessed.

The system is electronic, cost by the fees charged to search for encumbrances and accessibility by whether there are restrictions on access. This index also ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating greater inefficiency (Figure 4 next page).

What effect does involving notaries have on registration of a mortgage and title transfer? As the mandatory notary index increases, the cost of registration increases by 1%. However, notaries do not necessarily slow the registration process: no significant association was found between the involvement of notaries and the time to register a mortgage and title transfer.

Inefficiency of the property registry was found to have no association with either the time or the cost to register a mortgage and title transfer. However, having an electronic registry does matter: in countries with electronic systems the registration process took 26 fewer days, controlling for country income and other aspects of the legal environment.

Poor countries have more inefficient registration: the time and cost decrease as country incomes increase. Africa emerges as the region with the most onerous and costly processes for registering mortgages (Figure 5 next page).

2. Foreclosing on a Property

An efficient foreclosure law balances the rights of lenders and borrowers in the event of a loan default. However, in some countries the law gives excessive protections to borrowers who may have fallen on hard times and these protections can impose substantial costs on lenders. When
lenders adjust for these costs, the outcome can be higher interest rates, larger down payments or credit rationing in the overall market.\(^6\)

These costly outcomes for borrowers can be avoided with faster foreclosure processes. A faster process means greater certainty in realizing collateral rights - and thus lower risks for the creditor of lost interest and principal from a collapse in the real estate market or a deterioration in the value of collateral because of vandalism or poor property maintenance. It also means lower costs - and thus greater proceeds from the sale of the home. That benefits both the creditor and the debtor. It also benefits the government, through greater tax revenue.\(^7\)

**Time and Cost of Foreclosure**

In many countries, the mortgage market is still evolving, so there are few examples of lenders enforcing a mortgage. This is the case in Rwanda. In other countries, the foreclosure process is cumbersome and lenders rely on workouts to avoid court proceedings. This is the case in the Russian Federation.

Variations like these can complicate comparisons of the time and cost of foreclosure. To ensure comparability across countries, the calculations of time and cost are based on several assumptions. These assumptions mean that the findings here represent a best-case scenario - the minimum time and cost possible for carrying out a foreclosure. In practice, foreclosure times are likely to be greater than those presented here. In addition, costs may be higher in some countries because of bribes.

---

\(^6\) Pence (2006).

\(^7\) Butler (2003).
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Figure 7: Time for Foreclosure Processes Notification Judgment Enforcement

Time is calculated as the number of calendar days starting from the time the borrower receives a notice of intent to foreclose issued. The time for the default notice, which can be as long as 15–30 days, is not considered in these calculations. A main difference between the two notices is that the first usually holds out the possibility of bringing the account current while the second typically accelerates the process.

Judgment is the process by which a court rules on the existence of the debt and the right to enforce the mortgage. This process, when applicable, starts once the borrower’s default on the mortgage is officially registered or declared or the case is accepted by the court. It ends when a judgment is issued. Depending on the law, judgment may include a redemption period, when the borrower may still prevent or reverse the sale of the property by paying the debt in full and an appeal period.

Enforcement, the process of collecting on the loan, starts from the day the judgment is issued or, in non-judicial foreclosure, the day the borrower is notified by the lender of its intent to sell the property. Enforcement ends once the lender collects on the loan. It is assumed that the borrower does not appeal the judgment. Enforcement of the mortgage by sale of the property may entail either a public open or sealed bid auction (and any announcements or publications required beforehand) and a transfer of title to a new owner when the property is sold. In non-judicial enforcement systems, the property may be sold by private contract between the lender and a third-party purchaser.

With a few exceptions, notification is a small part of the foreclosure process. It is the judgment and enforcement phases that are responsible for delays. The judgment phase in Ghana can take up to 545 days. Enforcement in El Salvador can take up to 286 days (Figure 7).

The cost of foreclosure consists of the fees paid by the lender to obtain property foreclosure in the jurisdiction. These fees do not represent the entire cost of foreclosure. The real cost is likely to be higher, especially when processes are long. Consider the US’ housing market. A study shows that transaction costs account for only about 37% of the total. The rest comes from interest expense, the loss on the unpaid balance of the loan, utilities and preservation and maintenance (Figure 8).

---

*In most countries the notice of intent to foreclose is preceded by a prior notice, also required by law, notifying the debtor of the default and requesting that the account be brought current. Only upon lack of response to this default notice is the notice of intent to foreclose issued. The time for the default notice, which can be as long as 15–30 days, is not considered in these calculations. A main difference between a default notice and a notice of intent to foreclose is that the first usually holds out the possibility of bringing the account current while the second typically accelerates the loan and demands payment in full.
Like the time for foreclosure, the cost too varies widely. It ranges from 1.4% of the property value in Japan and 1.9% in Romania to almost 48% in Zambia (Figure 9).

**Judicial or Non-Judicial?**

One factor in the time and cost to foreclose is whether judicial foreclosure is required. A requirement of judicial foreclosure, as in Ghana or Mexico, means that a creditor cannot sell collateral without first going through the courts to obtain a court judgment on the debt and an order of execution. That can raise lenders’ foreclosure costs by as much as 10% of the loan balance and add up to five months to the time on average. A study of the US market finds that houses in foreclosure sell for 4% less in states that require judicial foreclosure than in those that do not, presumably because of greater deterioration of the property during the longer process. This report finds similar patterns, with even stronger associations.

One alternative to judicial foreclosure is a non-judicial process that gives the creditor the power to sell the pledged property without court intervention. Under a power-of-sale procedure, a creditor may proceed directly to sale of the property, by auction or private transaction, after a notice to the debtor. In practical terms, the power of sale relieves the creditor of the burden of going to court and presenting a case. It instead places this burden on the debtor, who can go to court to stop the sale of the property. In this case, the debtor has the burden of proof.

In another alternative, this one in judicial foreclosure, the judicial proceedings are a formality, as in the summary proceedings of Brazil and South Africa. A summary proceeding is typically what happens when a creditor skips the judgment phase of an action and applies directly for an order of execution against the property. This can be done by presenting a simple case by affidavit, with or without the debtor appearing. Summary proceedings place a greater burden on the debtor to stop the sale of the property. However, they can be converted into full-fledged judicial proceedings by lodging permitted defences. Often the availability of a summary proceeding hinges on the existence of a loan agreement or similar document that does away with the need to prove the debt.

All three variations exist in the countries in the sample, with clear differences in outcomes (Table 1). In countries with judicial procedures, foreclosing on a property takes 415 days on ave-

---

### Table 1: Countries by type of foreclosure procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judicial</th>
<th>Summary proceedings</th>
<th>Non-Judicial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Figure 8: Composition of Average Total Costs to a Mortgage Investor

- Interest Expense, 24%
- Legal & Court Fees, 6%
- Preservation and Maintenance, 9%
- Taxes, Ins, HOA Fees, 10%
- Commissions & Seller Concessions, 21%
- Utilities and other, 9%
- Loss on UPB, 20%

Source: Cutts and Merrill (2008).

---

### Figure 9: Total Cost to Foreclose as Percent of Market Value

Source: Financing Homes database.
In those allowing summary proceedings, the average is 200 days. Moreover, in countries with non-judicial procedures, foreclosure takes only 139 days on average.

Splitting the sample into two groups rather than three shows a statistically significant association between non-judicial procedures and shorter foreclosure time. This result holds whether the comparison is between countries allowing non-judicial or summary proceedings and those with judicial procedures - or between countries with strictly non-judicial procedures and those with judicial (including summary) procedures.11

Similar differences emerge for the cost of foreclosure. In judicial procedures, the cost averages 16% of the property value; in summary proceedings, 8.7%; and in strictly non-judicial procedures, 5%. The difference in cost is driven mainly by legal fees. On average, legal fees amount to 8% of the property value in judicial procedures, but only 4% in summary proceedings and 1% in non-judicial procedures. Judicial processes are kept in place mainly to protect borrowers from abusive practices by lenders. However, there is little evidence that court involvement is necessary to do so. Conversely, there is evidence that the long foreclosure times associated with judicial procedures reduce the chances that borrowers will keep their home.12

Borrower protections can be built into non-judicial procedures through power-of-sale regulations and rights of appeal. Power-of-sale regulations often include detailed rules on the organisation and advertising of the sale, notice

---

11 When the sample is divided into three groups (countries with judicial procedures, those with summary proceedings and those with non-judicial procedures), there are too few observations to produce statistically significant results.

12 Cutts and Merrill (2008).
to interested parties, minimum sale price and distribution of sale proceeds. Some laws make creditors explicitly liable to the debtor for any difference between the sale price and the fair market value of the property. Others prohibit creditors from collecting deficiency judgments from debtors if the property is sold below market value. Few, if any, non-judicial procedures prevent debtors from stopping a non-judicial process by lodging an objection with a court of first instance. Moreover, moving foreclosure out of the courts can relieve court backlogs. In many countries, debt collection accounts for a large share of court cases.13

Rapid processes for foreclosure that are well defined and that balance the rights of creditors and debtors should be the objective of any meaningful reform. This report’s evidence (and evidence from several developed economies) suggests that non-judicial foreclosure can achieve this objective.14 Nevertheless, other mechanisms potentially could as well, such as a system of specialised commercial courts or training for judges enabling them to process cases much faster. However, commercial courts and judicial training programmes are not a subject of the data collection exercise for this report, and judging their effectiveness goes beyond its scope.

Enforcement Mechanisms

Another aspect of the foreclosure process is the mechanism for enforcing the security or liquidating the property. A public auction is often required for the sale and in many jurisdictions a minimum price is set by the court, by agreement of the parties or by the auctioneer subject to the approval of the court or the parties. This is to ensure transparency in the process for liquidating the property and to protect the debtor from possible abuse by the creditor.

Whether or not requiring a public auction fulfils these objectives is debatable. Evidence in developed mortgage markets suggests that participation in auction sales is limited to professional speculators seeking bargains. Auction prices rarely exceed the established starting price or the debtor’s outstanding obligations.

There are no detailed data for analysing property sales and public auction requirements.15 However, it is possible to study the effect of the public auction requirement on the cost of foreclosure and the depth of the mortgage market in the sample of 42 countries. What are the findings? Public auctions are associated with higher foreclosure costs and thinner mortgage markets. Indeed, requiring a public auction—rather than allowing sale by private treaty—increases the cost of foreclosure by 6%.

3. Effects on Housing Markets

Determining which attributes of mortgage registration and foreclosure help increase housing finance is a worthwhile analysis. The depth of housing finance is not the same as access to housing. Access to housing is the direct measure of success. However, the data for this are not widely available.

An indirect measure of the depth of housing finance is the share of households with access to housing finance products.16 However, these data are available for only a few countries. The next-best indirect measure is mortgage debt outstanding relative to a country’s income.17 These data exist for 34 of the 42 sample countries.

In New Zealand and the United States, mortgage debt amounts to around 80% of GDP (Figure 10 previous page). In Egypt, it amounts to less than 1%. The average for rich countries is 60%; the average for low- and middle-income countries is 6%.

The size of the housing finance market in a country depends on many economic characteristics, including land rights, income distribution, macroeconomic stability, financial market depth, urban planning policies and the availability of other sources of long-term financing. The analysis here is more modest. It correlates aspects of the mortgage registration and foreclosure processes with housing finance. The analysis controls for country income and for the overall strength of the legal environment, proxied by the strength of legal rights.18

The results show that the amount of housing finance, measured by mortgage debt outstanding relative to GDP, is linked to several features of the regulatory environment. Simplicity of processes (as measured by the mandatory notary index) has a significant positive association with the size of the mortgage market. The time it takes to complete these processes, however, is not strongly associated with the market’s size.

Higher legal fees for foreclosure are linked with smaller mortgage markets. As legal fees required for foreclosure increase by one standard deviation, the size of the mortgage market decreases by 4%.19 In Pakistan, legal fees for foreclosure are more than twice income per capita. Therefore, the recent reform making non-judicial foreclosure an option has a big potential payoff: an increase in mortgage lending from less than 1% of GDP to 4.5%.

High registration fees, stamp duties and transfer taxes on property transfers similarly appear to have a dampening effect on the mortgage market. For every $1,000 increase in these costs, mortgage debt outstanding decreases by nearly 5%.

More bureaucracy is also linked with less housing finance. There is a strong negative association between the mandatory notary index and the size of the mortgage market.20 Take the examples of Guatemala and El Salvador. Guatemala scores the maximum on the mandatory notary index (1, indicating more bureaucracy), while El Salvador scores at the mean (.5). The two countries have similar income levels. However, in Guatemala mortgage debt outstanding is 1.8% of GDP, while in El Salvador it is 10%. Simple regression analysis suggests that if Guatemala had a level of notary involvement similar to that in El Salvador, its mortgage debt could potentially increase to about 8% of GDP.

Switching from a judicial to a non-judicial procedure could increase the depth of the mortgage market by 12%. Putting in place summary proceedings to limit (but still maintain) judicial intervention could also expand the mortgage market. However, requiring a public auction rather than allowing a private sale by the lender has the opposite effect: it is associated with 7.6% less mortgage debt relative to country income.21

15 Respondents were asked when estimating time for foreclosure to assume that the property is sold during the first auction. However, there are no reliable data on how many sales are actually closed during the first auction. This assumption is likely to lead to underestimation of the true time for foreclosure.
16 Warnock and Warnock (2007).
17 See the data notes for sources.
18 The data on the strength of legal rights come from Djankov, McLiesh and Shleifer (2007). Legal rights are measured by an index composed of 10 categories, seven of which center on collateral laws and three on bankruptcy laws.
19 This finding holds for legal fees normalised by income per capita or property value.
20 Notaries can potentially play a useful role in the registration process by providing advice on contracts and processes, particularly helpful for consumers with poor knowledge of finance or the law. In addition, they can initiate a title search at the registry and act as guarantors of its result. However, this function can also be provided by mortgage title insurance, such as in the United States.
21 Since the right of private sale tends to be associated with non-judicial foreclosure, the analysis here controls for the type of procedure.
4. How to Reform

The development of mortgage markets varies greatly across countries. Regulations that raise the cost of registering and enforcing a mortgage play a big part in this.

The findings on mortgage registration suggest wide scope for improvement. When registering a property sale and mortgage transaction takes a year, as it does in Rwanda - or when registering a property costs more than 10% of its value, as it does in Guatemala, Burkina Faso, Rwanda and Mali - reformers might look to other countries for ways to improve regulation.

Country-specific bottlenecks often explain the time and cost of processes. However, some cross-country patterns also explain the inefficiency. Involving notaries tends to increase the cost of registering a mortgage. The absence of an electronic registration system tends to increase the time required.

However, reform may be difficult. Eliminating the participation of notaries in registration would be politically problematic given the strong vested interests. Instead, reforms could simply allow any licensed attorney to certify conveyances and mortgage documents. Alternatively, they could allow documents to be certified directly at the registry by registry officials. In Vietnam, local government officials are authorised by law to certify property purchase and sale agreements. Georgia has a similar system.

One important obstacle to developing mortgage markets in many countries is tenure informality and outdated title records. Since mortgages are applied only to legal titles, lack of title reduces the amount of housing finance. It also greatly extends the time to complete a transaction, because the mortgage can be registered only after “first registration” of the property, a difficult and time-consuming process even in developed systems.

Countries have tackled this issue in creative ways. The Russian Federation’s regulation allowing a notation of mortgage in a property purchase and sale agreement has avoided the need to register a notation of mortgage in a property purchase and sale agreements. Georgia and Azerbaijan have a similar system.

The findings on mortgage registration suggest wide scope for improvement. When registering a property sale and mortgage transaction takes a year, as it does in Rwanda - or when registering a property costs more than 10% of its value, as it does in Guatemala, Burkina Faso, Rwanda and Mali - reformers might look to other countries for ways to improve regulation.

Proposals to lower property transfer taxes can be accompanied by efforts to increase alternative taxes that are less distorting. One option is recurring ad valorem taxation of real property, which is harder to avoid and spreads the tax burden over a larger universe of property owners.

Shortening foreclosure times is another way to expand mortgage lending. The findings in this report corroborate other empirical analysis on developed countries: non-judicial procedures mean shorter foreclosure times and lower costs for the creditor and the debtor. In addition, removing the requirement of sale by public auction speeds up foreclosure.

Recent mortgage reforms in Pakistan and Turkey have focused mainly on appeal rights, such as requiring debtors to post bigger appeal bonds (sureties) and increasing courts’ discretion to impose costs on parties bringing groundless appeals. Reforms in many countries have gone in the direction of defining more clearly a creditor’s prima facie case for proving the right to foreclose; narrowing and clearly defining allowable objections to foreclosure and the grounds on which execution and non-judicial proceedings may be stopped or delayed; and imposing appropriate costs on debtors (and their attorneys) who seek to manipulate the appeals process for the purpose of delay.

Reforms in many rich countries have gone toward negotiated market sales, jointly undertaken by the creditor and borrower – estimated to produce better results for the borrower. Such reforms may be possible in developing countries too.
Assumptions about the property
The property:
- Is fully owned by an individual.
- Has no mortgages attached and has been under the same ownership for the past 10 years.
- Is adequately measured and filed in the cadastral, registered in the land registry and free of title disputes.
- Is located in an urban residential zone.
- Consists of land and a house. No renovations or additions are required. The house is 10 years old, is in good condition and complies with all safety standards, building codes and other legal requirements. The property will be transferred in its entirety.
- Will not be subject to renovations or additional building following the purchase.

Assumptions about the mortgage loan
The following assumptions are used:
- The down payment amounts to 20% of the property value.
- The mortgage loan amounts to the remaining 80% of the property value.
- The loan is obtained through the major domestic mortgage institution in the country.
- The mortgage loan is repayable over a period of 15 years.

Cost
Cost is recorded as a percentage of the property value. Only official costs required by law are recorded, including fees, transfer taxes, stamp duties and any other payment to the property registry, notaries, public agencies or lawyers.

Time
Time is recorded in calendar days. The measure captures the median duration that property lawyers, notaries or registry officials indicate is necessary to complete a procedure. It is assumed that the minimum time required for each procedure is one day. Although procedures may take place simultaneously, they cannot start on the same day. It is assumed that the parties involved do not waste time and commit to completing each remaining procedure without delay. If a procedure can be accelerated for an additional cost, the fastest legal procedure available and used by the majority of the general public is chosen. It is assumed that all parties to the transaction follow the fastest legal option available and do not employ an outside facilitator to complete procedures unless required by law to do so. If procedures can be undertaken simultaneously, it is assumed that they are. It is assumed that the parties involved are aware of all regulations and their sequence from the beginning. Time spent on gathering information is not considered.

Cost
Cost is recorded as a percentage of the property value. Only official costs required by law are recorded, including court costs, stamp duties, bailiff fees, expert fees, lawyer fees, notary fees, auction fees and enforcement fees.

Mandatory notary index
The mandatory notary index measures the involvement of notaries in registration. The index is constructed from four questions in the survey:
- Whether it is mandatory to have documents notarised before registering the mortgage.
- Whether it is mandatory for a notary to prepare legal documents to be presented in the registrar’s office.
- Whether it is mandatory to hire a notary or a lawyer to conduct all the necessary steps required for mortgage registration.
- Whether notary fees are regulated.

Registry inefficiency index
The registry inefficiency index measures speed, transparency, cost and accessibility. The index is constructed from four questions in the survey:
- How many days it takes to search the registry to determine whether the title is subject to a registered mortgage (normalized between values of 0 and 1).
- Whether the registry records are electronic.
- What fee is required to search the registry (in US Dollars, normalised between values of 0 and 1).
- Whether there are restrictions on who can access the registry.

Foreclosing on a Property
To construct data on foreclosing on a property, the study follows the step-by-step evolution of a mortgage loan dispute, computing time and cost. The time and cost indicators measure the efficiency of the judicial system - or, if the system is non-judicial, of the out-of-court enforcement procedures - in resolving mortgage disputes. The data are collected through study of the codes of civil procedure and other court regulations as well as a survey completed by local litigation lawyers, notaries and in-house legal counsel of commercial and state banks.

Assumptions about the case
To ensure comparability across countries, the following assumptions are used:
- The value of the mortgage is equal to the current market value of the property.
- The foreclosure process begins at the time the borrower receives a notice of intent to commence foreclosure proceedings. The delinquency time that must pass before the lender is allowed to initiate foreclosure is not recorded, even if determined in the law.
- The borrower is docile and shows good faith, recognising his/her failure to service the mortgage debt and accepting the process without using delaying tactics.
- The borrower is therefore easy to locate and is assumed to receive notification on the first attempt.
- The borrower does not exercise his/her right to appeal judicial decisions. However, whenever time is allocated to allow for an appeal (statutory deadlines), this time is recorded.
- The borrower vacates the premises voluntarily once a judgment has been reached and thus need not be evicted.
- The lender takes all required steps for prompt enforcement of the judgment. The money is successfully collected through a public sale of the borrower’s immovable asset.
- The property is sold during the first auction.

Time
Time is recorded in calendar days, counted from the moment the borrower receives a notice of intent to commence foreclosure proceedings until payment. This includes both the days when actions take place and the waiting periods between actions. The respondents make separate estimates of the average duration of the three steps that make up the foreclosure process: notification of the borrower, judgment (time for the trial and obtaining the judgment) and enforcement of the judgment. The measure captures the median duration that litigation lawyers, in-house legal counsel of banks and other contributors indicate is necessary to complete each step of the foreclosure process. It is assumed that the parties do not waste time and commit to completing each step without delay. The fastest legal procedure available that is used by the majority of the general public is chosen. If steps can be undertaken simultaneously, it is assumed that they are.
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Housing Microfinance Feasibility Analysis

By Brendan Ahern

Introduction

The present global housing crisis will demand intelligent policy responses in the decades ahead. While 850 million people, or one-seventh of the world’s population, currently dwell in slum conditions, the number will increase to 1.5 billion by 2025 (Ferguson 2004). Developing countries will bear the majority of the world’s overall population growth. The population of Sub-Saharan Africa alone will triple by 2025 (Ferguson). The sheer scale of this problem necessitates a precise and targeted approach, one fundamentally different from earlier attempts. Policies such as interest rate subsidies, though well intentioned, have distorted housing markets by eliminating or dampening market incentives. Since most governments in developing nations cannot afford to provide housing for all in need of it, typically only a small proportion of low-income households receive assistance. A different approach, one that has proven to be financially self-sustaining and capable of reaching millions, is required.

One such market-based strategy with the potential for dramatic growth is housing microfinance (HMF). Though the field of microfinance has existed for decades, the HMF sector has been slower to develop. For one, many lenders have been reluctant to address the issue of collateral that accompanies housing finance. In countries where property titles are uncertain and the legal environment for foreclosures is unlikely, home lending, in both the formal and informal sectors, can be sparse. Yet housing microfinance can succeed in countries with established microfinance sectors. The characteristics of HMF loans resemble those of microenterprise loans, including small loan sizes and lowered transaction costs from repeat customers. Most HMF loans are for “progressive” homebuilders - those who borrow incrementally, as needed, to expand their dwellings in piecemeal fashion. Although housing loans differ from small business loans because group accountability, a hallmark of microfinance, is considered inappropriate for home lending, microfinance institutions (MFIs) nonetheless are experts at lending to informal sector employees and ought to be able to diversify into this line of business given the right conditions.

This paper attempts to identify which countries have these conditions for HMF expansion. The ideal country would have both a high demand for alternative housing financing and an enabling environment for HMF. Three applications of the linear regression model are utilised to examine the prospects for HMF expansion in each country. In part one a global regression equation, applied to all countries, offers a rough estimate of the HMF sector lending potential. In part two and three build upon these findings by providing a series of regressions at the regional and sub-regional levels. It is hypothesised that stronger relationships will emerge at these smaller scales, as countries are more similar within regions than between them. The size of a nation’s housing microfinance portfolio is the dependent variable in all regressions, while each regression’s explanatory variables were selected from a common pool of 11 variables.

Though computer software was used to build the HMF regressions, the data alone do not prove or disprove any causal relationships. Rather, the researcher always assumes the direction of causality. To make the regression results more meaningful, it is helpful to state the expected relationships between the variables beforehand. One would expect a country’s levels of foreign direct investment and microfinance donor money to have a positive correlation with the HMF portfolio. Both are monetary inputs and so, all else being equal, greater funding availability should result in more housing microfinance loans. For similar reasons, the per capita GNI of the informal sector should bear a direct relationship to HMF portfolio size.2 The World Bank’s Doing Business indicator, which ranks the quality of each country’s business environment from 1 to 180, should also exhibit a direct relationship to HMF portfolio size: as conditions worsen across countries (and the ranking rises), more informal sector lending should occur. Similarly, as the Corruption Index created by Transparency International increases across countries, HMF levels should rise. In short, housing microfinance should capture a greater share of the market where difficult business conditions inhibit conventional home lending.

Higher rates of homeownership should lead to greater housing microfinance activity because renters have little incentive to invest in housing. Though high homeownership rates in developing countries typically indicate large levels of squatting and informal settlement rather than fully titled property ownership, most microfinance institutions (MFIs) do not require full title as a condition to lend. Housing microfinance should also be more prevalent in countries with high population densities and urban population shares, as these reduce business costs for MFIs. Furthermore, as MFIs become more financially self-sufficient in terms of funding and can boast higher returns on equity (ROE), and returns on assets (ROA), HMF portfolio sizes should increase. Lastly, the depth of outreach or down-market penetration of the MFI sector could ostensibly be either positively or negatively correlated with HMF portfolio size. This metric measures the average loan size of the microfinance sector’s customers and it is unclear whether a country’s HMF portfolio would

1 Mr. Ahern has a Master of City Planning from the University of Pennsylvania. The findings, interpretations, statements and conclusions expressed herein are those of the author alone and do not necessarily reflect the views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank and its affiliated organisations, or those of the Executive Directors of The World Bank or the University of Pennsylvania.

2 Per capita informal sector earnings is a rough figure calculated by multiplying the size of each country’s informal sector (measured in US Dollars) by its per capita income. This figure represents the country’s per capita informal sector income were everyone to work in the formal sector. Though this assumption is not accurate, this figure at least offers a comparative statistic for the gross amount of informal sector income that exists in the country. One would expect HMF activity to be greater where there is more income coming out of the informal sector, other things being equal.
be bigger or smaller depending on the income level of their clientele. These 11 variables were all tested for their ability to predict HMF levels in each regression below.

**HMF Feasibility**

Several authorities in the fields of housing policy and microfinance have identified, in general, which factors lead to large HMF portfolios at the country level. Ferguson argues that widespread legal and land tenure problems, high interest rates, rapid urbanisation, and a pre-existing microfinance sector are all prerequisites for HMF growth (Ferguson 2004). The Economist's *Intelligence Unit* cited a strong microfinance regulatory environment and a favourable business conditions in general as being associated with high levels of microfinance activity (*The Economist* 2007). Yet to establish causal relationships between explanatory variables and country-level HMF performance, one must quantify these linkages.

The first regression attempts to explain HMF variation via a single, global equation. It generates a predicted HMF portfolio size for each country, which is then compared to each country's current portfolio size. The greater the difference between the actual and the predicted portfolio size, the greater the country's degree of underinvestment in housing microfinance. The regressions in sections two and three improve upon the global regression's predictive power by generating separate equations for each of six global regions: North Africa and the Middle East; Sub-Saharan Africa; eastern Europe and western Asia; southern and central Asia; south and southeast Asia; and Latin America. As only developing countries are under consideration, most of North America and western Europe are excluded from this analysis.

### Section 1: Global HMF Equation

**Dependent Variable:** HMF portfolio size  
**N = 138 countries**  
**R = 0.548**  
**R² = 0.300**

- * indicates significance at the 90% level
- ** indicates significance at the 95% level

The global regression equation, presented above in table format, is a multivariate regression of the form:

$$ Y_i = B_0 + B_1X_1 + B_2Z_i + \ldots + B_nW_i + u_i $$

wherein variation of the dependent variable, HMF portfolio size, is explained by a host of independent variables. $B_0$ is simply the constant or y-intercept term, while $u_i$ is a placeholder for the effects of unobservable random variables. The independent variables are the financial self-sufficiency of the country's microfinance institutions; the country's level of corruption; its population density; and the amount of microfinance donor money in a given country. The density and donor money variables are significant at the 95% level, while self-sufficiency is significant at the 90% level (see table for variable coefficients). The variables named for geographic regions such as “East, SE Asia” are dummy variables whose binary values {0,1} allow the equation to capture regional variation in HMF levels. In effect, there are six sub-equations within this regression, because for a given region, all dummy variables besides the one associated with that region are set to zero and thus knocked-out of the equation. The R² value of 0.300 indicates that approximately 30% of the variation in HMF portfolio sizes is explained by the regression equation.

Using this equation, it becomes possible to identify which countries would benefit most from further investment in housing microfinance. Target countries will have a predicted HMF value higher than their current HMF portfolio size. The countries below have been placed into three groups according to the size of their estimated underinvestment in HMF.

### Table 1: HMF Regression for Developing Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient (B)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MF Donor $</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.247**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Perception</td>
<td>159.173</td>
<td>140.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>102.358</td>
<td>31.339**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Self-Sufficiency</td>
<td>20,940,000</td>
<td>10,680,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East, SE Asia</td>
<td>59,510,000</td>
<td>1.84E+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South, Central Asia</td>
<td>14,230,000</td>
<td>19,190,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Europe, western Asia</td>
<td>35,620,000</td>
<td>22,480,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>27,290,000</td>
<td>19,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa, Middle East</td>
<td>3,318,437</td>
<td>21,140,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-44,700,000</td>
<td>18,960,000**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 The R² variable simply captures how good (or bad) the equation is at explaining variation in portfolio sizes across countries. Since it is only 0.30, or 30% here, it means that the majority (70%) of HMF variation is NOT explained by this equation. Hence, the other equations presented below will be also studied.
The regions “east and southeast Asia” and “south and central Asia” from the global regression have been combined into one region in sections two and three to increase the sample size for this region and increase the reliability of the projections.

Section 2: A Regional Approach to Housing Microfinance

The weak predictive power of the global regression demonstrates that there are few independent variables capable of explaining HMF portfolio variation across all countries. This result is not surprising, given that microfinance sectors differ greatly from one country to the next. To obtain a more accurate picture of where HMF investment could be greater, it is necessary to examine countries at the regional level. For this purpose, a separate regression has been generated for each region. Though the regional models’ sample sizes are inevitably smaller, their higher R² values indicate that there are strong relationships between HMF portfolios and the explanatory variables within each region. Section two’s regression predicts HMF portfolio size for each country based upon these regional relationships. The appendix provides a full listing of each region’s regressors and their coefficients. Featured in Table 3 are the independent variables for each region’s regression equation.

Of the 33 countries identified above, the majority are from Latin America (11) and east and southeast Asia (10). The rest are located in Eastern Europe and western Asia (six), Sub-Saharan Africa (four), North Africa and the Middle East (one), and southern and central Asia (one). While several other countries exhibited underinvestment of $30 million or less, this result is not necessarily significant. Predicted portfolio sizes will rarely, if ever, be equal to that of the current portfolio; approximately one-half of predicted HMF values should fall below the actual portfolio and one half above it. This fact highlights the difficulty of interpreting regression residuals: a negative residual (where predicted HMF exceeds actual) could mean that either a) there is underinvestment in HMF or b) that the model’s forecast is simply inaccurate. With an R² value of only 0.300 for the global equation, this concern is valid. For this reason, sections two and three feature regional regression models with a higher predictive power.

Table 2: Predicted vs. Actual HMF Portfolio Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Estimated Underinvestment in HMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia, Gabon, Moldova, The Philippines, Thailand</td>
<td>Above $70 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina, Brunei Darussalam, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Poland</td>
<td>Between $50 and $70 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belize, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican</td>
<td>Between $30 and $50 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic, El Salvador, Georgia, Ghana, Haiti, Jordan, Democratic Republic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Korea, Kyrgyz Republic, Lao, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nigeria, Panama, Uganda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Predicted vs. Actual HMF Portfolio Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>R² Value</th>
<th>Number of Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment**, (-) Informal GNI, Microfinance Donor Money**, (-)Doing Business Rank Density</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment**, Microfinance Donor Money**, (-) Return on Equity**</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa and the Middle East</td>
<td>Microfinance Donor Money, (-) Doing Business Rank, Corruption Ranking, (-) Urban Population Share**</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe and western Asia</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment**, Doing Business Rank**, Homeownership Rate**, Depth of MFI Outreach Return on Equity*</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average (by number of countries)</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The regions “east and southeast Asia” and “south and central Asia” from the global regression have been combined into one region in sections two and three to increase the sample size for this region and increase the reliability of the projections.
The variables foreign direct investment and microfinance donor money both appear in three of the five regional regressions. The regional R2 values are greater than that of the global equation for every region except Asia, meaning that these equations do a better job explaining HMF portfolio variation across countries. Within Asia, only population density bears a relationship to HMF portfolio size, and the equation’s weak predictive power suggests that it is difficult to predict HMF outcomes using one equation across this large continent.

In Latin America, the coefficients for foreign direct investment and microfinance donor money are each significant at the 95% level. HMF portfolio size tends to increase with population density, as expected, and to decrease for countries with poorer business sector rankings. This latter relationship runs counter to the expectation stated above. Another surprising finding is that country-level HMF portfolio decreases as the per capita earnings from the informal economy increases. In Latin America, HMF activity does not depend on poor business conditions or the presence of a large informal economy.

In countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, foreign direct investment, microfinance donor money and ROE were all significant at the 95% level. Portfolio size actually decreases as ROE increases, suggesting that microfinance institutions in this region have yet to achieve adequate scale and are reliant upon foreign investment and microfinance donor money.

In North Africa and the Middle East, housing microfinance activity increases with the amount of microfinance donor money and the country’s level of corruption; it decreases as the general business environment becomes worse, mirroring the trend in Latin America. Running counter to expectations, North African and Middle Eastern countries that are more urban exhibit less HMF activity, a pattern unique to this region.

The regression for eastern Europe and western Asia holds the highest R2 value of all equations at 0.900. Five variables - foreign direct investment, the depth of outreach for MFIs, the return on equity of MFIs, the homeownership rate and severity of business sector problems - are positively correlated with housing microfinance portfolios in this region. Unlike in Sub-Saharan Africa, countries with higher ROEs tend to have greater microfinance activity. HMF portfolios in the region also increase as business conditions worsen, countering the trends in Latin America and the Middle East and North Africa. Furthermore, eastern Europe and western Asia is the only region wherein higher rates of homeownership predict higher HMF levels. This may be because high homeownership rates in this region do not signify informal or illegal housing settlements. Rather, many of these countries are in transition from majority-renter nations during the Soviet era, into homeownership societies and so housing microfinance activity is larger in countries where a greater proportion of people are homeowners.

Though the regional HMF approach yields equations with greater predictive power, it retains the principle drawback of the global regression equation, namely that the differences between actual and predicted HMF portfolio sizes could be due to the equation’s own inaccuracies. The approach taken in the next section mitigates this problem by examining only countries with large HMF portfolios relative to their neighbours.

### Section 3: A Regional High-Flyers Approach

To ascertain the factors that predict HMF success, this section investigates each region’s “high-flyers”, those countries with the largest HMF portfolios. After obtaining a regression that explains HMF variation among each region’s high flyers, each of the remaining countries is examined for its likeness to them. Those countries which prove similar to the high-flyers yet lack large HMF portfolios are considered to exhibit underinvestment in housing microfinance. Listed below are the explanatory variables associated with each region’s high-flyers and their R2 values. The appendix contains the full regression equations. The equations from sections one and two function as a check upon any conclusions drawn from this approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: High-Flyers Equations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa and the Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe and western Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted Average (by number of countries)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The high-flyers approach improves upon the previous section’s regional equations in terms of predictive power, as its equations’ average R² value of 0.701 is roughly 17% higher. The variable foreign direct investment appears in four of the five regression equations, while urban population share appears in three (with a negative association for North Africa and the Middle East). Of all regions, Asia’s regression equation has gained the most in terms of predictive power. HMF portfolio size has a positive correlation with both density and urban population share, suggesting that denser, majority-urban nations have greater HMF activity in Latin America. Countries with higher levels of corruption tend to have more HMF activity, while those with better business environments do as well. Only the Doing Business variable is statistically significant, however. Interestingly, whereas the high-flyer regression predicts a positive relationship between per capita informal sector earnings and HMF portfolios, the regression from section two established a negative correlation between the two.

Although In Sub-Saharan Africa foreign direct investment, microfinance donor money and informal sector per capita income were all explanatory variables although, none was statistically significant. HMF levels increase as both ROA and ROE rise under the high-flyers regression (unlike in section two). This discrepancy suggests that among successful HMF countries in this region, having higher return on assets and return on equity ratios tends to increase HMF portfolio size.

The portfolios of high-flyer countries from North Africa and the Middle East tend to increase with the level of microfinance donor money available but, as seen in the regional regression in the previous section, these countries’ portfolios tend to decrease as the urban population share increases. In Eastern Europe and western Asia, the high-flyers’ portfolios are correlated positively with urban population share, MFI return on equity and foreign direct investment, the last two being statistically significant at the 95% level.

The high-flyers equations display a goodness of fit superior to that of the previous sections’ regressions. For the Asian region in particular, they offer more reliable estimates of HMF portfolio sizes. Yet not all countries where HMF expansion is feasible demonstrate a significant need for it.

### HMF Need

A common approach to estimating each country’s demand, or need, for HMF has been to compare documented expenditures for formal housing to estimates of total housing demand inferred from the share of disposable income that people tend to spend on housing (Daphnis 2004). The difference between formal and informal housing spending is then interpreted as the demand for alternative housing finance that which conventional housing finance has failed to meet. However, these figures rely upon rough estimates of the distribution of income in each country and assume that a common percentage of disposable income goes toward housing in developing countries, as little data exists on this measure (Mayo and Malpessi, 1987). This paper approaches the question more broadly, estimating each country’s relative need for alternative housing finance via demographic and financial sector indicators associated with poor housing outcomes. The following countries demonstrate the greatest need for alternative housing finance.

#### Table 5: HMF Need Determination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>39.60</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>43.10</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>38.40</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>41.90</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>1,770</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>57.90</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>1,940</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1,310</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>45.20</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1,150</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, Democratic Republic of</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>58.30</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1,690</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>2,120</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gambia</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nearly all of the countries with the greatest need are located in Sub-Saharan Africa. A composite need indicator for each country (out of 100) was calculated as a weighted average of the indicators above. Though this system lacks the precision of a dollar estimate of HMF demand, it produces cross-country comparisons that do not rely on tenuous income projections. Those countries exhibiting both an undersupply of housing microfinance and strong demand for alternative housing finance are the best candidates for further HMF investment.

The relevance of each of the indicators above to housing affordability is well established in the literature on the subject. By definition, countries with large slums demonstrate a need for housing solutions. All things being equal, the larger the size of the slum population, the greater the demand for alternative housing finance. Those countries with slum populations greater than three million are considered to meet the “large slums” criteria for the HMF need index; for each additional five million people living in slums above this threshold, the indicator score increases by 0.1 (to a maximum of 2.0). In recognition of the fact that smaller countries may also have large housing issues, countries with greater than 40% of their populations living in slums also meet the criteria. The threshold values of three million and 40% are intended as a reasonable standard for evaluating relative slum sizes rather than absolute cut-off points. Throughout this section on need, countries receive one point for meeting a key threshold value (such as the 40% above) and an additional point based on the percent by which the indicator exceeds the threshold value.

Developing countries with rapid rates of urbanisation are more likely to experience strains upon their natural resources and their infrastructure, including the supply of housing. In a study of 89 developing countries over 15 years, researchers Kelley and Ahlburg found that a 0.02% increase in the population growth rate results in a 0.16% decline in GDP growth (Kelley and Ahlburg, 2004). That is, population growth adversely affects GDP growth by a factor of eight. Therefore, where population growth is rapid, countries will find it difficult to keep pace with the rising demand for housing. Since urban growth rates in excess of 3% will cause the population to double in less than 25 years, the “rapid urbanisation” indicator gives 1 point to countries with 3% growth and an additional 0.1 point for every 0.25% above the 3% threshold (maximum: 2.5 points).

Countries with low per capita income levels are also likely to exhibit large levels of unmet housing demand. Banks and other conventional financial institutions are reluctant to deal with both informal sector employees and loan amounts that are small relative to transaction costs. All other things being equal, HMF demand will be largest in low- and lower-middle-income countries, which the World Bank classifies as those having a per capita GNI figure below $3,705 (World Bank 2007). Because per capita income is an average figure that can be inflated by large values at the top of the distribution, those countries with high Gini Indices also demonstrate a significant need for HMF. Countries exhibiting either a per capita GNI below $3,705 or a Gini Index more than one standard deviation greater than the average for developing countries (over 53.0) receive a score of 1.0 in the “low-income” indicator category.

As noted above, informal sector workers have difficulty obtaining mortgage finance. According to a 2004 study based in Ghana, they also suffer from significantly lower quality of housing. Fiadzo found that those employed in the informal sector had a housing quality index score of 3.5 points lower on a 31 point scale as compared to formal sector employees (Fiadzo 2004). It is a plausible assumption that the greater the size of a country’s informal economy, the greater the extent of housing quality issues and that, further, a lack of housing finance is partially responsible for this trend. For the “large informal economy” indicator, countries received 1 point if their informal economic size was greater than 30% of GDP and an additional .025 points for every 1% above the 30% threshold (max: 2.0 points).

Another set of indicators captures the ability of the conventional finance sector to deliver housing finance. By definition, low levels of mortgage credit indicate that a majority of people must venture outside conventional home finance channels to meet their demand for housing. In developed countries, mortgage credit levels are close to 100% of GDP, whereas in developing countries the figures frequently lie below 5%. For the “low mortgage activity” indicator, countries with mortgage to GDP ratios of less than 2% receive 1.0 and an additional 0.5 point for each 1% below the 2% threshold (maximum: 2.0 points). A nation’s real mortgage interest rate also determines the down-market penetration of the mortgage sector. Ferguson holds that where the rate exceeds 10%, the majority of people cannot afford the cheapest commercial housing unit in a country (Ferguson 2004). It is assumed here that as the interest rate rises above the 10% figure, less and less people can afford a home mortgage. For the “high real interest rate” indicator, countries with rates above 10% receive 1 point and a further 0.1 points for every 2% increase above the 10% threshold (maximum score: 2.0).

The general willingness of a country’s banks to extend credit also influences the cost and availability of mortgage finance. This, in turn, influences the extent to which alternative housing finance is needed. A banking sector’s loan to deposit (L/D) ratio measures its reliance upon its deposit base in making loans. While many developed countries have L/D’s of close to 100%, the ratios of developing countries’ banks are typically lower, indicating a reluctance to lend. Banks’ L/D ratios are typically evaluated relative to those of their peer institutions. The FDIC in the US, for example, mandates that a bank’s L/D be no lower than 50% of the host state’s average L/D. Otherwise, according to the FDIC, that bank is unable to “meet the credit needs of the communities in the host state” (FDIC). Similarly, for the “low loan to deposit ratio” indicator, those countries with an L/D ratio more than one standard deviation below the average for developing countries’ banking sectors (35%) receive 1.0 points as they are reluctant to lend. Again, housing microfinance need is greatest where the conventional housing finance channels are the most limited.

The efficiency of countries’ property markets also relates to the need for alternative housing finance. Ferguson notes that land tenure problems and difficulty in executing mortgage liens create a need for HMF, and Angel likewise suggests that a lack of property rights cripples a nation’s mortgage market (Ferguson 2004, Angel 1999). It is assumed here that where land tenure issues are most severe, there will be a greater need for housing microfinance; the top countries with respect to property registration are less likely to need this option on a massive scale. For the “poor property rights regime” indicator, countries outside the top 50 in the World Bank’s registering property ranking receive 1.0 points.

Integrating the Demand for and Supply of Housing Microfinance Measurements

This paper’s ultimate task is to distinguish which countries are both amenable to HMF expansion and in need of it. By combining the regression analysis with an HMF need indicator, each country’s HMF profile emerges.
These 15 countries were ranked according to their residuals from the high-flyers equations, as this approach had the highest predictive power. Each country features an estimated HMF investment in excess of $20 million (column 3, Table 6). The HMF forecasts from sections one and two provide support for the findings of the high-flyers equations: for most countries, all three regressions predict HMF underinvestment. The most striking features of this group are that the amount of HMF underinvestment varies significantly by the approach taken and that HMF feasibility does not necessarily align with HMF need.

Several countries on this list display large levels of HMF underinvestment but do not appear to have strong demand for housing microfinance. Though China has an estimated $2.6 billion in HMF underinvestment, its strong HMF capacity due to a low population density of 13 people per square kilometre. None of these countries should be considered front-runners for further HMF investment.

The remaining countries in this group have both a large capacity for HMF expansion and ample demand for it. Argentina and Panama exhibit over $250 million in HMF underinvestment as well as moderate HMF demand. Panama’s need for HMF stems from its poor property rights regime, skewed income distribution and large informal sector, while Argentina’s relates to its property regime issues, its low level of mortgage activity and its slum population, which exceeds nine million. India displays an HMF underinvestment of $127 million dollars and a moderate HMF demand owing to its low-income levels, poor property regime and enormous slum population (second only to China’s), whereas its neighbour, Pakistan, displays higher HMF demand but lower HMF capacity due to a low population density of only 13 people per square kilometre.

The predicted HMF levels of the two remaining Asian countries depend mainly upon their population density and foreign direct investment - the only independent variables in this region’s high-flyer regression. In the Philippines, high levels of foreign direct investment and population density indicate that HMF expansion is feasible, while its particularly large slum population of 22 million combined with its rapid urbanisation rate indicates that HMF is needed. Uzbekistan does not possess a large slum population but it is a low-income country with little home mortgage activity.

The HMF portfolio of Egypt, the lone African country on the list, benefits from a high level of microfinance donor money and from being a majority-rural society (which bears an inverse relationship to HMF). For these reasons, HMF may help mitigate Egypt’s slum settlements, currently home to five million.

Haiti has the greatest HMF need score of all Latin America countries: its per capita income figure is low and its income structure is unequal; its 5% urbanisation rate is putting great pressure on its slums, already home to 70% of the country’s population; and its real interest rates of 34% preclude the development of mortgage markets. On the supply side, its predicted HMF portfolio would be higher if not for low levels of foreign direct investment and its hostile business climate (associated with lower HMF portfolios).

Of the remaining Latin American countries in this group, Guatemala and Nicaragua have strong HMF capacity due to their moderate levels of foreign direct investment, poor rankings for their business environments and high corruption levels. Their HMF portfolios would show more growth potential if not for both counties’ rural status. As to their demographic profiles,

---

1 Blank cells in the table indicate the countries for which the other regressions predicted over-investment in housing microfinance.
Guatemala is urbanising at slightly more than 3% annually, while both Nicaragua and Guatemala have more than 45% of their population classified as slum dwellers by the UN.

Yet this method ignores countries whose HMF sectors can make dramatic increases in percentage terms. Most of these countries are located in Sub-Saharan Africa and exhibit lower HMF portfolio sizes on the order of one to five million dollars. It would be unrealistic to expect the housing microfinance industries in these countries to expand by the $250 or even $30 million totals displayed above. The countries detailed in Table 7 have large capacities for HMF expansion relative to their original portfolio sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>% change</th>
<th>HMF Portfolio</th>
<th>Predicted Portfolio</th>
<th>HMF Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>324,379</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>11,430.0</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>148,604</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>26,113.8</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>68,875</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>11,817.9</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Congo</td>
<td>2,961</td>
<td>188.5</td>
<td>5,771.9</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gambia</td>
<td>2,767</td>
<td>295.0</td>
<td>8,460.1</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>371.3</td>
<td>8,689.5</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>1,480</td>
<td>734.2</td>
<td>11,597.3</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>799.1</td>
<td>9,750.9</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>415.3</td>
<td>4,304.8</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>712.5</td>
<td>6,966.0</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>1433.3</td>
<td>11,804.3</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>164.0</td>
<td>637.8</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>3,848.7</td>
<td>13,385.6</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>1,367.2</td>
<td>4,678.9</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>9,362.7</td>
<td>24,889.0</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>3,300.6</td>
<td>8,201.8</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>7,783.9</td>
<td>15,231.8</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Sub-Saharan African countries in this group feature similar HMF-need profiles. Most are low-income countries with weak property regimes, weak financial sectors and large slum populations. Laos follows roughly the same pattern, as its urbanisation rate (5.7%) and the share of its population classified as slum-dwellers (79%) are both high.

On the HMF feasibility side, the extremely large portfolio change ratios for Namibia, Laos and Liberia stem from their small current portfolio sizes, each of which is less than $18,000. The pertinent variables for the Sub-Saharan regression are foreign direct investment, microfinance donor money and return on equity (inverse relationship), indicating that for this region in particular, international monetary inputs play a large role in the success of housing microfinance. Considering that HMF portfolio size increases as ROE decreases, it is evident that MFIs in Sub-Saharan Africa remain dependent on external funding.

The key independent variables for Asia’s high-flyer regression were foreign direct investment and density. Both Nepal’s and Laos’ HMF sectors are poised for growth due to its modest level of foreign direct investment. Yemen’s level of microfinance donor money could have a similar effect upon its HMF industry. Both Yemen and Nepal have strong property rights, and low interest rates, while Yemen’s slums are small relative to those of the other countries. In short, HMF feasibility must be judged along two lines, depending on the size of the current HMF portfolio. Where portfolios are large it is appropriate to evaluate their growth potential in absolute terms; where they are small, the metric should be the percent growth of the portfolio.

6The following countries were excluded from the percent growth analysis due to concerns over their political stability: Zimbabwe, Sudan, Timor-Leste and Afghanistan. A second group was not included because its countries’ HMF need indicators were low: Tunisia, Kazakhstan and Jordan.
### Conclusion

Although the literature on housing microfinance has identified some of the key features of a positive microfinance environment, there have been few attempts to quantify these factors' role in explaining HMF variation across countries. Using the size of the HMF portfolio as the dependent variable, this paper has suggested three approaches to this issue. By comparing regressions at the global, regional, and sub-regional levels, it is possible to establish each nation's future capacity for HMF. With the addition of a composite HMF need indicator, it became evident which of these nations also had a strong demand for housing microfinance. The countries detailed in Table 8 are considered to be the best for future investment in housing microfinance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8: HMF Investment Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By Largest Absolute Portfolio Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sections in Table 8 present two paths for future HMF investment. Most of the countries on the left are in Latin America and south and southeast Asia. These countries were selected based on the difference between their current HMF portfolios and their portfolio sizes as generated by the high-flyers regressions. In pure dollar terms, these countries are likely to see the greatest expansion in their HMF portfolios.

By contrast, the countries on the right are mainly from Sub-Saharan Africa and have far smaller HMF portfolio sizes at present. These countries' high urbanisation rates and large slum sizes indicate a great need for HMF. The inverse relationship between ROE and the national HMF portfolio may give some potential HMF investors pause for thought; for this reason, investing only in those African MFIs with an established record of sustainable lending is advisable. Currently, no uniform, international database on the financial status of MFIs exists. Though the MIX Microfinance forum does compile some of this information, it relies upon surveys filled out by the MFIs themselves; it is unknown what proportion of the surveys is actually returned. Instead, UN-Habitat or some other international body should create and manage a microfinance authority, charged with independently auditing the books of MFIs at least once every three years. After an initial grace period of several years, all MFIs would be required to disclose their financial statuses. Promoting greater transparency within the microfinance sector would surely spur greater outside investment.

For all regions these results must be interpreted cautiously, for there lurks a trade-off between the different regression equations. As one progresses from the global to the sub-regional scale, the equations' predictive power increases as their sample sizes decrease. While this is no small issue, such sample sizes are unavoidable in a study that uses countries as its subjects. Further research is needed as to the contradictions between several of the regression equations. For example, return on equity is associated with lower HMF portfolio sizes in Sub-Saharan Africa but higher ones in eastern Europe and western Asia. Further non-linear or parametric approaches may reveal stronger relationships at the regional level.

---

### Appendices

**Appendix A: Explanation of Variables**

- **Dependent Variable**

  **Housing Microfinance Portfolio (HMF):** dollar amount of HMF occurring in a country

- **Independent Variables**

  **Foreign Direct Investment (FDI):** dollar amount of FDI in a country, according to World Dev. Indicators

  **Informal GNI per capita:** per capita earnings in the informal sector for each country (total population assumed to work informally)

  **Microfinance Donor Money (MF $):** dollar amount of MF donations in a country

  **Doing Business Rank (DB):** Ranking of all countries, from 1 to 180 (worst-performing) World Bank: Doing Business: Homeownership: The proportion of households owning homes in a given country

  **Corruption Ranking:** Ranking of all countries, from 1 to 180 (worst; Transparency International)

  **Density:** population density in people per square kilometre

  **Urban %:** The proportion of people living in urban areas

  **Depth of Outreach of Microfinance Institutions (Depth):** Equal to the average loan balance per MFI borrower divided by GNI per capita. Measures how far “down-market” the country's microfinance sector serves. *Lower depth* figures indicate that microfinance institutions serve the poorer income segments in their respective countries.

  **Operational Self-Sufficiency:** For the microfinance sector as a whole, how self-sufficient MFIs are in terms of funding their own operations; a score of under 100% means the organisations are relying upon outside funding.

  **ROA:** Return on assets for a country's microfinance sector

  **ROE:** Return on equity for a country’s microfinance sector
Appendix B: Regression Equations

Section 2: Regional Regressions

- **Asia**
  
  \( n = 23, R = .39, R^2 = .152 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (147,593.12 \times \text{Density}) + (3.385 \times 10^7) \\
  (2.44 \times 10^7) \]

- **Eastern Europe, Western Asia**
  
  \( N = 13, R = .949, R^2 = .90 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.001 \times \text{FDI}) + (757,292.219 \times \text{doing business rank}) + (9.227 \times 10^7 \times \text{homeownership \%}) - (4,515,033.86 \times \text{depth of MFI outreach}) + (9.419 \times 10^7 \times \text{ROE}) - (7.169 \times 10^7) \\
  (\text{251,957} **) + (2.44 \times 10^7) + (9.125,686.7) + (4.74 \times 10^7) \]

- **Latin America**
  
  \( N = 23, R = .841, R^2 = .707 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.011 \times \text{FDI}) - (48.84 \times \text{Informal GNI}) + (1.4 \times \text{MFI donor $}) - (512,556.536 \times \text{doing business rank}) + (416,682.754 \times \text{Density}) + (2.4 \times 10^7) \\
  (0.003) \) + (123.44) + (449,311) + (152,131) \]

- **Sub-Saharan Africa**
  
  \( N = 42, R = .811, R^2 = .658 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.002 \times \text{FDI}) + (0.439 \times \text{MFI donor $}) - (2.607 \times 10^7 \times \text{ROE}) + (3,184,996.076) \\
  (0.001) \) + (0.107) + (4,599,967) \]

- **North Africa and the Middle East**
  
  \( \text{n = 15, R} = .841, R^2 = .707 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.396 \times \text{MF Donor $}) - (203,863.348 \times \text{DB Rank}) + (290,006.124 \times \text{corruption}) - (932,868.6 \times \text{urban population \%}) + (4.6 \times 10^7) \\
  (1.42) \) + (202,859) + (197,141.9) + (449,092) \]

Section 3: High-Flyers Approach

- **Asia**
  
  \( N = 13, R = .764, R^2 = .584 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.033 \times \text{FDI}) + (70,340.221 \times \text{Density}) + (2.42 \times 10^7) \\
  (0.01) \) + (73,190.6) \]

- **Latin America**
  
  \( \text{n = 12, R} = .96, R^2 = .921 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.011 \times \text{FDI}) - (1,743.31 \times \text{Informal GNI}) + (1,197,774.6 \times \text{corruption}) - (3,203,023.884 \times \text{DB rank}) + (543,313.5 \times \text{Density}) + (9,194,400.771 \times \text{Urban \%}) + (8.758 \times 10^7) \\
  (0.004) \) + (704.142) + (860,715.2) + (1,047,289.9) \]

- **Eastern Europe / Western Asia**
  
  \( N = 7, R = .976, R^2 = .953 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.01 \times \text{FDI}) + (1,439,001.35 \times \text{Urb \%}) + (543,313.5 \times \text{Density}) + (9,194,400.771 \times \text{Urban \%}) + (8.758 \times 10^7) \\
  (0.003) \) + (746,671) \]

- **Middle East / North Africa**
  
  \( \text{n = 8, R} = .57, R^2 = .324 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (1.217 \times \text{MF Donor $}) - (617,253.221 \times \text{Urban \%}) + (3.556 \times 10^7) \\
  (2.124) \) + (727,018) \]

- **Sub-Saharan Africa**
  
  \( \text{n = 19, R} = .842, R^2 = .709 \)
  
  \[
  Y = (0.002 \times \text{FDI}) - (16.6 \times \text{Informal GNI}) + (0.218 \times \text{MF Donor $}) - (5.67 \times 10^7 \times \text{ROA}) + (1.143 \times 10^7) \\
  (0.002) \) + (18.0) \]
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Solar for Social Housing: Elaborated using Pakistan’s Case

By Zaigham Mahmood Rizvi

Housing development has a direct linkage to a number of Construction Material Industries (CMIs). In Asian countries that number is around 40-45 CMIs; while Europe and America have been stated to have more than 70 CMIs. At the same time, development of housing and real estate needs the support of utilities (water, electricity etc.), as well as residential infrastructures like sewerage, roads and public transport in addition to health and education facilities.

Since land availability and price are the critical and determining factors for “affordability”, most of the low-income housing schemes in the under-developed and developing world emerge in the suburbs and on the outskirts of cities. In the developed world, the poor live in the downtown/slum areas, while the wealthy prefer to live in the suburbs. Whilst in under-developed and developing world, the rich prefer dwellings close to the centre of the city in downtown areas while the poor find shelter in the suburbs.

Experience has shown that for a habitat to be accepted as liveable by the poor and needy, electricity and water are the main deciding factors. Although access to water can be gained by digging local wells, there still needs to be some form of affordable and reliable source for lighting and energy. Since provision of electricity through the national grid (transmission lines), is capital intensive, it results in years of waiting for budgetary allocation. The more fundamental issue is the availability of surplus electricity, which could be fed into the system for this un-served part of the population. Most of the under-developed and developing world is facing an acute shortage of electricity even to supply those who do have access to the national grid. Since a major portion of electricity production in these countries is “thermal”, rising fuel prices and rapidly depleting fossil fuel reserves (non-renewable resources), make this neither viable nor sustainable for the low-income individual or even for the country’s economy at large.

This paper focuses on the practicality and viability of solar energy for the poor and the needy - ideal candidates for social housing. The following paragraphs aim to elaborate further on this subject, through the situation and experiences in Pakistan, even though such scenarios are similar in other developing and under-developed countries.

Social Aspects

Like many developing countries in the world, Pakistan faces an acute shortage of electricity. The power generation capacity is largely thermal and hydro, with the following breakdown:

- Thermal (Public) 25%
- Thermal (Private) 40%
- Hydro (Public) 33%
- Nuclear 2%
- Alternative Energy Sources = Insignificant

The generation capacity is approximately 15,941 MW, out of which 14,263 MW is available in the summer but only 11,013 MW during the winter months, primarily due to a shortfall in the water level at the hydroelectric dams.

The demand estimate for the period 2007-08 was 17,398 MW, whilst the actual supply was only around 12,442 MW. This means that the country is currently facing a shortage of around 4,550 MW, which results in frequent power “shut-downs” for both residential and industrial consumers. With a growth rate of 10-11% per annum in recent years, the country’s electricity demand is projected to grow to 28,630 MW by 2014-15, which will further widen the demand/supply gap. Unless new generation capacity is installed on a war-footing basis with a visible shift to alternate energy sources, including solar and wind power, the situation will severely affect Pakistan’s socio-economic conditions.

The power consumption per consumer category is:

- Domestic 49%
- Industrial 25%
- Agriculture 14%
- Commercial 7%
- Others 5%

More than two-thirds of the country’s population lives in rural areas. Under the village electrification program, 132,569 villages have now been provided with electricity (this figure was 609 in 1958). Although these villages have been provided with electricity transmission lines (connected to the national grid), due to frequent power shortages, they also become the first victims of power “shutdowns”. Thus, the “served” population becomes “underserved” instead. Another sizeable population living in remote/mountain areas remains largely “un-served” as well because the provision of electricity to these remote areas through the national grid has its own budgetary constraints for the government. Therefore, many such areas currently being served by the national grid are not economically viable due to a scattered population.

Economic Aspects

Rising fuel prices are making thermal electricity increasingly expensive and thus unaffordable for the general public. The difficult economic situation currently being faced by most countries is resulting in governments withdrawing all “subsidies” previously available for residential users on electricity tariffs. The oil price-hike during 2007-08 demonstrated that the economies of countries with massive oil import bills are exposed to oil price volatilities. For Pakistan, the oil import bill constitutes nearly 25-33% of the total import bill and 40-50% of the country’s export bill. During the price-hike, the foreign exchange reserves were wiped out with the currencies being depreciated whilst production costs rose. For political expediency, the power cuts were made to affect primarily the industrial wheel. The subsequent production loss has resulted in further economic losses and unemployment.

1 Zaigham Mahmood Rizvi is currently working as a Consultant on Housing and Housing Finance for the World Bank Group. The findings, interpretations, statements and conclusions expressed herein are those of the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect the views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank and its affiliated organizations, or those of the Executive Directors of The World Bank.
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Renewable and Non-Renewable Energy

Non-renewable energy sources include fossil fuels like oil, coal and natural gas. However, these sources are being depleted rapidly and cannot be renewed. However, due to an increasing demand for them, their prices are volatile and will inevitably rise. In addition, the use of fossil fuels has environmental considerations, which have led to the economic cost of “Carbon Credits”. The government of Pakistan is considering a levy of a Carbon Tax - similar to many other countries - in order to discourage the use of fossil fuels.

Renewable energy sources include solar, wind, bio-mass, hydro and geo-thermal power. The use of nuclear power has its own environmental and safety concerns; therefore, a gradual switch to renewable energy sources is imminent. The viable and sustainable alternative would be a partial shift to renewable sources of energy. For residential consumers in “un-served” and “underserved” areas, the practical and sustainable option would be solar and wind power.

Solar Energy: The Kindness of Nature

The global demand for energy is 15 Tera Watts (TW), while the Sun - nearly 93 million miles away - blazes energy towards the earth, estimated at 89,000 TW - an enormous amount in relation to our need. The sun produces light/heat energy by burning massive amounts of hydrogen emitted from its core - in a form of continuous and controlled nuclear reaction. According to one estimate, considering that the sun is expending 700 billion tonnes of hydrogen every second, it is likely to keep burning for another 4.5 billion years. Therefore, the key issue is neither its cost nor its continuity, but of harnessing this blessing of nature as a valuable resource. The solar energy distribution pattern is:

- Scattered and reflected back by clouds: 20%
- Scattered from the atmosphere: 6%
- Absorbed by the atmosphere and clouds: 19%
- Reflected by the Earth’s surface: 4%
- Absorbed by the Earth: 51%

Thus, nearly half of the energy emitted by the sun is available to us as solar energy - around 6,000 times more than our current global energy needs.

Why Solar in Pakistan?

Pakistan is currently facing a power shortage of more than 4,500 MW. Oil and gas generated electricity currently contributes nearly two-thirds of its total power generation. The required oil reserves are mostly imported. Over recent years, the oil import bill has been rising and it consumes a major part of the country's foreign exchange earnings. Furthermore, generating thermal energy is neither environmentally friendly nor sustainable for the economy.

On average, solar energy is available 8-10 hours per day in most of Pakistan, while wind energy at desired levels is available mostly on coastal areas. On the other hand, a combination of solar and wind generated energy may work in most areas of Pakistan.

Market Segmentation

Based on the availability of electricity, the entire consumer market could be segregated into three segments:

Served Population:
These are mostly urban populations, which have access to the national grid and face intermittent load-shedding - i.e. managed “brownouts.” This segment is more sensitive to comparative economics, reliability and quality of alternative energy sources. Although not the first victims of power shortages, they are the decision-makers when it comes to planning and policy issues.

Underserved Population:
These are the low-income sections of the population living in urban and rural areas, which have a deficient and frequently interrupted electricity supply. While they have bare minimum requirements for lighting, ventilation etc., the tragedy is that they are the first victims of load-shedding.

Un-served Population:
These often happen to be people living in villages with no electricity or those living in remote areas that have either no electricity or a very poor supply of electricity. They are not served by the national grid primarily for economic and budgetary constraints. This segment’s electricity needs are also a bare minimum (lighting, mobile charger, and maybe the luxury of a running fan for ventilation).

Solar Solutions based on Market Segments

To design and develop modules for the “Solar for Social Housing”, the market can be divided into three segments, namely:

1. Basic Module (Low-Income Group)
Retail Solutions: DC system of 90W panel, four bulbs each equivalent to 75W, one DC fan (22W) and a mobile charger.

2. Regular Module
Retail Solutions: Air conditioning (AC) system of a 400W panel, six bulbs each equivalent to 75W, three AC fans and a mobile charger.

3. Community Module (Community-Based Projects)
Wholesale Solutions: 200-1000KW AC system, supplied on national grid. The community solutions are more applicable to clusters of low- and middle-income groups. China is the main supplier of solar plants in this size range at very competitive costs, provided one has the technical support to verify quality. Initiatives for such community-based solutions could be taken forward by both the public and private sectors’ power generation companies. For the wholesale community-based solutions, both on-grid and off-grid options may work.

Such retail solutions may also be applied for street lighting programmes as well as for solar water heaters.
Cross Subsidy Models for Solar Solutions

An argument that is generally extended against the use of solar energy is the upfront capital cost, which is deemed to make it unaffordable. This argument might have had some standing when solar technologies were very capital intensive, electricity shortages were not as common and awareness about the scarcity of fossil fuels did not exist.

During the last years, however, the dynamics have radically changed and none of the above arguments have retained any value. Although solar solutions are still quite capital intensive and raise affordability issues for the deserving segments of the population, there are several ways to reduce costs here. One way to enhance affordability is through the provision of “subsidies”. The subsidies could be provided either as “direct subsidies” by the state or as “cross-subsidies” from the rich to the poor.

The use of renewable energy such as solar power is encouraged by providing subsidies in capital and interest costs. In view of the weak economic conditions faced by developing countries, direct subsidies from the state are neither possible nor are such subsidy models sustainable. Therefore, a cross-subsidy model could be used as a viable and sustainable format.

Industry would save on economic losses by providing cross-subsidies:

In Pakistan, the power tariff for industrial consumers is almost double that of domestic consumers. However, due to political expediency, “shut-downs” are applied mostly to the industrial rather than to domestic consumers. Such a policy has two adverse impacts on the economy:

- Economic Loss: a loss of industrial production causes an “economic loss” estimated at Rs 15/unit.
- Tariff Loss: the industrial tariff is about Rs 10/unit while domestic consumers are charged a subsidised tariff of Rs 5/unit.

Therefore, by keeping the industrial wheel turning, the economy would gain more by saving such an economic loss and earning additional revenues. A part of this economic gain could be passed on to domestic users using solar power. The industry could finance/subsidise a part of the capital cost and the state could subsidise the interest rate by cross-subsidising the above gains.

Carbon Credits:

By switching to environmentally friendly sources of energy, the earned “Carbon Credits” could also be passed on to provide subsidies in capital and interest costs.

Carbon Tax:

The government of Pakistan is considering a levy of a “Carbon Tax” on industries using fossil fuels as a source of energy. The revenues collected should be used to subsidise the promotion of renewable energy such as solar power.

Solar and Renewable Energy Initiatives in India

India has a population of 1,027 million people (2001) and a much bigger energy issue than Pakistan but it has taken some very good initiatives to promote the use of renewable energy, including solar power. Solar energy has a great promise for India, since India receives 5,000 trillion KWH of energy per year from the sun - a daily average of 4-7 KWH/m² - and has 300 clear sunny days per year. The programme covers the following sources of energy:

- Solar (on-grid and off-grid systems)
- Wind Energy
- Bio-mass/Bio-gas
- Small Hydro Power Plants

The Indian programme has been started at both central and state governments levels. Supported by the central government, 24 states have Village Electrification Programmes using solar energy. Under this programme, 5,259 villages were sanctioned, out of which 3,332 villages have been provided with solar power, while 1,675 villages are on their way to achieving the same. The Solar Photo-Voltaic (SPV) Home Lighting Programme initially covered four lights per house, and after 2005, it provided two lights per house. A two light system is designed to provide 0.1 KWH/day, with a typical cost of Indian Rupees (IRs) 13-15,000. The subsidy amount is based on a defined “model” of solar lighting for a household. The Central Financial Assistance subsidises as follows:

- Solar Home-lighting Model-1 IRs 6,000
- Solar Home-lighting Model-2 IRs 11,000
- Solar Street-lighting IRs 20,000

There are always questions about the effectiveness and transparency of a subsidy programme. The Indian experience has shown that since the subsidies reduce the upfront capital cost impact, the vendors also support and market such programmes. In Pakistan, the government has not yet announced any incentive programme to promote solar power usage.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Providing housing to low- and very low-income households is a major “economic” issue, due to the challenge of “affordability”. At the same time, it is a “social” issue because this market segment constitutes nearly two-thirds of the population. In view of the issue of mismatches in household income and property cost, market forces do not come forward to meet this massive potential demand. This makes this segment, the “social housing” segment. To make such real estate projects “affordable”, most of these developments take place on the outskirts of cities. Such areas are either un-served or underserved by utility providers and residential infrastructure - electricity being the most critical of these. Due to budgetary constraints, the option of laying national grid transmission lines is also limited. Furthermore, due to power shortages, these underserved and un-served areas become the first victims of any power cuts.

Renewable sources of energy are preferred because of environmental considerations. The solar energy option is economical on a long-term basis, needs less maintenance and is more handy and dependable. The cross-subsidy models as discussed in the paper suggest that the financial burden on the state could also be minimised, if not eliminated.

Therefore, it is a good time to consider linking any social housing project with the provision of solar energy. Existing success stories of solar energy for social housing needs appear to support its use in large scale housing schemes for low-income populations.
The Impact of the Subprime Mortgage Financial Crisis on Housing Finance in South Africa

Introduction

The subprime mortgage financial crisis has been experienced in most parts of the world for a number of years and most recently in the United States of America (USA) since mid- to late 2007. According to Wikipedia, the subprime mortgage financial crisis’ growth is positively correlated to the growth in the subprime lending market. The subprime mortgage market around the world was worth US$800 billion in 2007 according to Bloomberg News, published on the site on 12th July 2007, and a large portion of that subprime mortgage market is concentrated in the USA.

The objective of this research report is to assess the impact of the subprime mortgage crisis in the housing finance market in South Africa (SA). More importantly, the paper tries to analyse the lending patterns of South African financial institutions during the subprime mortgage crisis period. This paper is shaped around Chiu’s (1998) empirical research report. Chiu (1998) analysed the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and 1998 on Asian Tigers (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea) and in her empirical study, she looked at the following variables: growth rates of the Asian Tigers’ Gross Domestic Product (GDP), openness to the global economy, financing activities of the Asian Tigers and housing market policies.

Firstly, the article gives the background on sub-prime mortgages in SA and then it explores the impact of the subprime crisis from other authors’ perspectives. Many articles on the subprime mortgage crisis were researched from developed countries’ perspectives as the crisis seems to be prevalent in those markets. The Asian housing markets experienced the subprime mortgage crisis due to high openness of the economies, the relaxation of policies regulating housing markets and high economic growth. Thereafter, the paper analyses the current mortgage state of the South African market and specific lending trends are highlighted. In conclusion, the research paper makes recommendations to South African housing finance institutions on issues and measures that such institutions should be aware of when issuing loans for buying houses.

Literature Review

The literature review explores readings from different authors who analyse the factors that contribute to the subprime mortgage financial crisis. According to their research, some common prevailing factors are reckless lending, strong economic growth and relatively poor banking systems.

Chiu (1998) analysed the economic performance and housing markets of the Asian Tigers (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea) in the light of the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and 1998. Her empirical study analysed growth rates of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Asian Tigers, openness of the economies, direct foreign investments into the Asian Tigers’ economies and policies regulating the housing markets in the given countries. In Chiu’s (1998) empirical study, movements of global funds inside Asian Tigers’ economies was one of the factors that triggered the housing financial crisis. She showed that prior to the financial crisis, the Asian Tigers’ economies were experiencing high volumes of foreign direct investments (FDI). For example, Hong Kong’s FDI between 1997 and 2004 was at least 10% of its GDP. Chiu (1998) said that property markets move in tandem with the economic growth of the country. Therefore, when the economic growth is relatively high, more people will invest in the property market. Additionally, she shows that in times of slowing economic growth, the property market slows down as well.

The government policies differed in all four countries but had in common a general tendency to reduce government involvement. This policy move was hampered by various elements, such as price control mechanisms, housing finance control, supply control and others. In contrast to Singapore and Taiwan, reforms in South Korea and Hong Kong were more far reaching. Edison, Luangaram and Miller (2000) looked at the property booms and busts in Asia, and possible drivers of those booms and busts in South Korea, Indonesia and Thailand. According to them, in early 1997 the three economies enjoyed rapid economic growth, their currencies were pegged to the US Dollar and there was excessive credit build-up during the rapid economic growth within those countries. During that time, most financial institutions within those countries financed their borrowings through short-term foreign currencies; this increased the value of assets immensely, especially within the property market. Despite successful economic growth within the region, there were signs that in some sectors, prices were at or reaching their peaks and most investors ignored them. Another problem with the Asian countries’ financial systems was that they were not properly regulated, which led to failure to dampen overheating pressures within the real estate sector. Most of the Asian indexes reached their peaks and were followed by massive declines within a short space of time. Edison, Luangaram and Miller (2000) say that most currency crises have often been preceded by a boom-bust cycle in property prices. They

1 Tunellano Sebehela works as a Credit Analyst at National Housing Finance Corporation Ltd (NHFC), in Johannesburg (South Africa). The findings, interpretations, statements and conclusions expressed herein are those of the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect the views of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank and its affiliated organisations, or those of the Executive Directors of The World Bank or the NHFC.
2 I am grateful to the valuable contribution of Dr. Friedemann Roy and Nokuthula Mguli.
3 Wikipedia defines subprime lending as the practice of making loans to borrowers who do not qualify for market interest rates because of problems with their credit history or the ability to prove that they have enough income to support the monthly payment on the loan for the applying.
used the Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) (KM) model to analyse the relationship between property cycles and banking systems. Their findings were that the availability of abundant funds with no proper regulations was one of the reasons for busting property prices. In Thailand, for example, property prices fell by more than a quarter and the national currency (Baht) lost half of its value against the US Dollar.

Furthermore, their empirical analysis looked at ways of stabilising economies during busting property prices. Using the KM model, results confirmed that financial institutions within those economies should recall loans within a reasonable time; authorities need to implement proper relations for financial institutions, encourage takeovers between financial institutions and banks need to have their own internal cover for loans issued. The crises at the time, forced banks to keep on financing properties in order to minimise incurred losses from the crisis in property prices.

**State of the South African Housing Market and Possible Factors Affecting Housing Finance**

The literature review serves as a basis for the assessment of the current state of the South African housing finance market. The data for default within mortgage home loans is taken from the South African Reserve Bank (SARB), covering the period from November 2001 to December 2007. The data is mainly from South Africa’s four big banks (Standard Bank, Amalgamated Banks of South Africa, First National Bank and Nedbank). Figure 1 shows the percentage of default versus time from November 2001 to December 2007.

Most South African and international market commentators say that SA now has relatively good macroeconomic policies as compared to those of the last 15 years. The global financial crisis has impacted upon the South African economy through declining commodity prices and rising fuel and food prices, fuelling inflation.

Irrespective of the positive economic development before the outbreak of the crisis, mortgage defaults have increased over the last seven years, but at a decreasing rate as shown by the actual figures of default in Table 1 (trillions of South African Rands).

The effects of the National Credit Act (NCA) curbed the amount of debt the South African consumer is permitted to have.

- South African economic development: South Africa’s economy expanded by 5.1% (real terms) in 2007, which is relatively good for an emerging economy.

- The house price rises in the country: average prices of affordable housing increased by 19% (nominal terms). Further, the prices of residential properties along South African coastal areas increased by 10% in 2007. In South Africa’s major metropolitan areas, nominal price growth was between 10.6% and 25.5% in 2007. In 2008, nominal house price growth is projected to increase by 7.8%, already indicating a decreasing trend.

Rising spreads for bond issues indicate a weakening economy. According to Moodley, Lipson and Pein (2008), this development is largely due to negative global sentiment and uncertainty of financial markets, deteriorating local market fundamentals and increasing inflation and interest rates.

At the same time, there seems to be a strong correlation between mortgage finance taken out by consumers and existing levels of interest rates within South Africa as indicated by Figure 2.

The correlation co-efficient \( r_{\text{PM}} \) between the South African prime interest rate and the housing growth in percentage is 0.5977, which is relatively high, but it does not explain any causality. In order to see a causality effect whether the increase in the prime rate as determined by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) causes a decrease in the funds allocated to building or buying houses, it will be assumed that housing growth is a dependent variable while the prime rate is an independent variable. A linear regression is used. Figure 3 illustrates the impact.
Figure 2 shows that for every one unit increase in the prime rate, the housing demand increases by 1.79 units (almost twice per one unit increase in the prime rate). This confirms the widely held view that interest rates have a great impact on housing demand in South Africa. However, the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) indicates that the dependent variable is not well (i.e. \( R^2 = 0.3572 \)) explained by the independent variable.

Conclusion

Despite various studies by authors like Zhu (2006) showing that most financial institutions do not support the financing of houses, especially for low-income home owners, the South African study has not confirmed any financial institutions’ vigilance during increasing property prices. At present, the South African government seems to have adopted the right macroeconomic policies. For example, banks shall limit the amount of debt for an individual borrower (as stated in the South African Housing Market State section).

In order to be well prepared for the weakening economic conditions, it is recommended that South African financial institutions should pay more attention to the individual borrower’s financial capacities - i.e. their level of education, employability and the individual’s spending behaviour as South Africa is not immune from the subprime financial mortgage crisis. During times of high economic growth, consumers should be encouraged to use their own money and limit their borrowings.

From the consumer’s or borrower’s perspective, more education on taking out loans appears to be required as well. Consumers should have a clear picture about the different loan products available and the various risks involved in these products. Consumers should also be educated about when it is the right time to take out a loan and the various factors and risks that exist in relation to such borrowing.
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The International Union for Housing Finance (IUHF) is a multinational networking organisation that enables its members to keep up-to-date with the latest developments in housing finance from around the world, to learn from the experience of others and to anticipate trends in their own countries before they happen.

How does the Union do this? **By communicating!**

The Union does this in five different ways:

- The Union runs a website - www.housingfinance.org. Please pay a visit!
- The Union publishes a quarterly journal, Housing Finance International (HFI)
- The Union publishes a bi-monthly Newsletter
- The Union organises a World Congress every two or three years and collaborates with other organisations to sponsor various events
- The Union facilitates the exchange of information and networking opportunities between its members

For more information, please see www.housingfinance.org or contact us at:
International Union for Housing Finance | 8th Floor, Avenue de Cortenbergh 71, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium | Tel: +32 2 285 40 30 | Fax: +32 2 285 40 31